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ABSTRACT
A BLOODY YESTERYEAR AND A BRIGHTER TOMORROW:
LATE COLD WAR ANTI-HEROES IN THE 1980s GRAPHIC
NOVELS OF ALAN MOORE AND FRANK MILLER
by Jeremy Andrew DeFatta
August 2012
The 1980s-the last decade of the Cold War between the West and the Soviet
Union- was a time of great change in the medium of graphic literature. Among the
writers who changed superhero comic books through such strategies as the adoption of
the anti-hero concept were Alan Moore and Frank Miller. In Watchmen and V for

Vendetta, Alan Moore presents his super anti-heroes as intellectuals whose missions are
the transformation and disruption of a national status quo in order to foster a brighter
future. In Batman: The Dark Knight Returns and Daredevil: Born Again, Frank Miller
presents his reinvented super anti-heroes as scions of a previous age (the World War II
generation) who act as teachers and exemplars of violent resistance to the crime-ridden
and uncertain reality of 1980s New York City- a time and place defined by financial
crises and the omnipresent fear of nuclear annihilation. Taken together, these graphic
novelists stand as examples of a specific time period in the development of the graphic
literary art form.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Graphic novels are a relatively recent innovation in the field of fiction, having
emerged in the second half of the twentieth century. As a form of sequential art, graphic
novels hold to Will Eisner's definition of the medium as "a means of creative expression,
a distinct discipline, an art and literary form that deals with the arrangement of pictures or
images and words to narrate a story or dramatize an idea" (C&SA xi). Usually attributed
to Eisner, the term "graphic novel" actually originated in the mid-1960s, and was coined
by Richard Kyle- bookshop owner and writer for the Comic Amateur Press Alliance
("Phil Yeh" par. 8-9). It therefore predates its traditionally accepted origin in 1978
describing Eisner's Contract with God (Ellis DA 32). The development of the term
graphic novel during the United States' involvement in the Vietnam War (1964-1975) and
the post-Vietnam period of the Cold War (1975 -1 990) accompanied the evo lution of the
medium itself from its humble origins in superhero comic books. The graphic novel had
begun to gain respect as a valued form of literature.
In the past three decades many graphic novels have been incorporated into the
larger literary canon and in an established graphic literary canon of their own. These
works include Frank Miller's Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), Art Spiegelman's

Maus (1986, 1991 ), Alan Moore's Watchmen (1987), Neil Gaiman's The Sandman series
(1989-1996), and Marjane Satrapi's Persepolis (2000). A large number of the most
acclaimed graphic novels in the canon were written in the latter years of the United
States' Cold War with the Soviet Union, following the United States' abortive war in
Vietnam to stifle the spread of communism.
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The post-Vietnam War portion of the Cold War is important in graphic literary
studies for a variety of reasons. The use of graphic fiction as a vehicle for social protest
evolved during the 1960s and 1970s, seen in such works as Dennis O'Neill and Neal
Adams's run on Green Lantern (1969-1970). The medium also evolved through the selfpublished underground Comix movement, represented by such writers as Robert Crumb
and Spain Rodriguez, who created satirical and socially conscious protest pieces by
displaying previously untouched material that included working-class living conditions
and drug use. Subversive commentary in mainstream comics eventually reached a peak in
the 1980s under the conservative administrations of American president Ronald Reagan
and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Many artists of the Cold War, such as
Stanley Kubrick in his film Dr. Strangelove (1963) and Philip K. Dick in D1~ Bloodmoney
(1977) and including many graphic novelists, responded to increased social conservatism
by imagining its most nightmarish outcomes: economically, morally, and rationally
bankrupt nations eternally at risk of nuclear annihilation.
Of the many canonical graphic novel writers, Alan Moore and Frank Miller have
proven to be among the most recognizable in addressing these social anxieties over the
rise ofReaganism and Thatcherism in the United States and Britain, respectively. Alan
Moore, who began his career in 1979, has been a life-long resident ofNorthampton,
England, often infusing his works with a working-class sentiment and liberal sensibilities
that include a deep-seated distrust of conservative authority figures. Frank Miller, a
native of Vermont, began his work in comics shortly after moving to New York City in
1976, and the degradation, conuption, and crime he witnessed in the great American
metropolis during the 1970s and 1980s have informed many of the themes in his work
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ever since. Moore's Watchmen (1987) and V for Vendetta (1989) and Miller's Batman:

The Dark Knight Returns ( 1986) and Daredevil: Born Again ( 1987), all of which were
originally serialized as monthly comic books, stand as groundbreaking graphic novels
concerned with the dangers of extreme socio-political conservatism and its effects upon
the lives of common citizens. Further, these graphic texts explore the issue through the
figure of the anti-hero.
The Anti-Hero
The emergence of the anti-hero in graphic fiction increased the legitimacy and
effectiveness of the medium. I explore the relationship between anti-heroes and the Cold
War period (194 7-1 99 1) of Western history, particularly in the years following the
Vietnam War. Further, I examine the significance and necessity of reinventing graphic
novel superheroes as anti-heroes in light of the social and political upheavals ofthe late
Cold War. I argue that, because of their mythical qualities in the Anglo-American
imagination, the reinvention of superheroes as anti -heroes represents a powerful mode of
social commentary that is necessitated by the radically conservative political situations
present in both the United States and Britain in the late Cold War period (1980-1 99 1). I
examine the evolving superhero of the 1980s through close readings of Moore and
Miller's work, careful analysis of thematic and structural concerns in graphic novel panels
and illustrations, and an exploration of the reasoning followed by these authors in their
various undertakings in scripting their graphic novels. Further, I demonstrate how antihero reinventions have permanently transformed the superhero into a vehicle for social
commentary.
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The concept of the anti-hero was largely generated by changing sensibilities in the
West during the Cold War. As Moore himself states in his introduction to the first edition
of Miller's Dark Knight, "[w]hereas in novels and movies we have been presented with
such concepts as the anti-hero or the classical hero reinterpreted in a contemporary
manner, comic books have largely had to plod along with the same old muscle-bound
oafs spouting the same old muscle-bound platitudes while attempting to dismember each
other" (ii). In his statement, Moore defines the anti-hero concept in direct contrast to the
traditional superhero, who has been represented as a god among mortal humans, powerful
and perhaps invulnerable, possessing a simplistic morality of extremes that leaves little
consideration for any realistic human experiences. In opposition to the traditional hero is
the anti-hero, who is not invincible and whose sense of morality is as flawed and
questionable as that of any reader or viewer. Moore and Miller, through their graphic
fiction, take invulnerable and godlike mythical figures like Batman and Superman and reimagine them as imperfect people rather than gods, effectively adding anti-heroic
qualities to older (super)heroes.
Though the coinage ofthe term "anti-hero" predates the Cold War (1947-1 991), it
was the era of the anti-hero in film and literature, from the performances of James Dean
and Clint Eastwood in film to the characters of the novels of Don DeLillo and William
Gibson, like Jack Gladney of White Noise (1985) and Molly Millions of Neuromancer
1

(1984). In Hero/Anti-hero, Roger B. Rollin defines the anti-hero "as a literary character
who does not conspicuously embody any value system except his own private one (which

1

Moore and Mi ller share Gibson 's trait of establishing strong female supporting protagonists, best seen in
Evey of V and Carrie Kelley of Dark Knight. It also bears mentioning that these young women are the
chosen proteges and ideological successors of the superhero protagonists of th ei r respective stories- the
next generation of superheroes.
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is frequently in conflict with that of his society). Thus the anti-hero normally is an 'antiestabli shment' figure" (xvii). Therefore, the anti-hero often becomes the outsider and
opponent of the status quo within his own story, effectively trouncing the traditional
conventions of hero stories-a trend that had gained much popularity by the latter years
of the Cold War.
The anti-hero was especially relevant to the Cold War era because it offered
audiences characters that were more believable and with which they could more readily
identify. Alan Moore touches upon ideas of the anti-hero in his own writings about the
evolution of superheroes in graphic literature. In his introduction to the first edition of

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), Moore begins by stating that "[a]s anyone
involved in fiction and its crafting over the past fifteen or so years would be delighted to
tell you, heroes are starting to become rather a problem. They aren't what they used to be .
. . or rather they are, and therein lies the heart of the difficulty" ("The Mark of Batman"
i). Moore discusses how the concept of the hero has become outdated, even trivialized,
and is in need of reinvention. He goes on to say that, with the accelerating changes taking
place in Western culture during the Cold War period, a more cynical reading into the
mythologies of established characters is necessary. With the past few decades defined by
wars, social uprisings, and a growing sense of doubt in humanity's survival in light of
world events, Moore (as well as Miller) presents the anti-hero as a natural evolution of a
story's protagonist into a figure as flawed and confused as his readers. The hero had
finally grown up to reflect the general uncertainty of things. I use Moore's criticism of the
anti-hero in graphic literature as an initial lens to explore his and Miller's superhero
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graphi c novels, though I will deviate from it in my examination of how and for what
purposes they shape their characters.
Preexisting Scholarship on Moore and Miller
There is a developed, though relatively small , body of criticism of graphic
literature, and most of it is aimed at such acclaimed works as Watchmen and The Dark

Knight Returns. While useful, a great deal of criticism dealing with graphic novels tends
to ignore lesser-known or lesser-studied works, such as V fo r Vendetta and Daredevil:

Born Again. There is also a small body of critical work written by Moore and Miller
about each other, such as Moore's introduction to the first edition of Dark Knight, where
he remarks upon the growing prevalence and relevance of the anti-hero in the late Cold
War era. These particular texts have received so much attention because of their key place
in the canon of superhero reinventions that dominated much of the 1980s.
Much of the critical work pertaining to graphic novels is carried out by industry
insiders, such as Will Eisner and Scott McCloud. The late Eisner, one of the forefathers of
comics and graphi c fictio n (Roth 465), contributes to the field of critical work on graphic
literature the guidebooks Comics and Sequential Art (1985) and Graphic Storytelling and

Visual Narrative (1996), both of which are aimed at offering instruction in Eisner's
methods and sensibilities in crafting graphic art. The contributions of the lesser known
writer and illustrator Scott McCloud include Understanding Comics (1993), aimed at
gaining graphic novels literary legitimacy, and Reinventing Comics (2000), which
addresses many of the possible future uses of graphic fiction as a medium.
There is also a growing body of recent scholarship on Alan Moore and Frank
Miller, though more has been written on Moore, due perhaps to the greater critical
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attention captured by the British author or the denser levels of intertextual references
present in his work. In "T he Tides of History: Alan Moore's Hi storiographic Vision,"
Sean Carney discusses the theme of history in much of Moore's work, particularly The

Mirror ofLove, "a brief, poetic history of same-sex desire" (par. 2). Here, Carney
di scusses Moore's involvement w ith the proj ect as a response to the passage of legislation
banning public reference to homosexuality by the Thatcher administration, one of the
same issues that would also give rise to V for Vendetta . Carney describes Moore as
" evincing a calm faith in the emancipating power of human rationality as the engine of
historical progress" (par. 2). Critics such as Mark Bernard and James Bucky Carter
examine Moore's use and interpretation of time in much of his work, particularly in

Watchmen and From Hell. Crossing disciplines to make comparisons between Moore's
writing and Pablo Picasso's paintings, the pair assert in "Alan Moore and the Graphic
Novel: Confronting the Fourth Dimension" that Moore "is able to use the cubist and
futurist tendencies of the comics med ium to superbly explore notions of space and time"
(Bernard par. 3). Bernard and Carter define cubism and futurism as artistic styles that
blend multiple dimensions, engrossing the viewer and providing multiple viewing angles,
or points of view, into a single scene (par. 3-6). These points explore the complexities of
Moore's scene and world building within his narratives- a direct blending of literary and
graphic forms. Though the restructuring and fluidity of time are also concerns of critics of
Miller's work, a point also observable in flashbacks and the non-linear portions of
Moore's Watchmen, such scholarship focuses primarily on his appropriations of
characters like Batman.
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In "'To the Stables, Robin!': Regenerating the Frontier in Frank Miller's Batman:

The Dark Knight Returns," Theo Finigan- commenting upon a scene in Dark Knight
where modern technologies have fai led and Batman is forced to ride a horse (becoming a
literal knight)-states that Miller effectively reinvents Batman as afrontier hero (par. 23). Fini gan also draws upon Moore's original introduction to the novel, commenting upon
Batman's importance to modern cultural mythology in his dark role as frontier hero. In
Finigan's reading, Batman becomes an outlaw gunslinger hellbent on bringing order to a
community that has lost its way to corruption and decay-a fitti ng embodiment of the
super anti-hero.
Superhero Criteria
I explore the conventions of superhero stories in order to grasp the ways in which
Moore and Miller re-appropriate the medium and genre of graphic literature. I also
explore how the authors use these conventions as vehicles for the specific socially
conscious and anti-heroic stories they tell with Watchmen , Vfor Vendetta, The Dark

Knight Returns, and Born Again. Richard Reynolds, in Super Heroes: A Modern
Mythology (1994), defines a superhero story as one that meets seven criteria:
1. The hero is marked out from society. He often reaches maturity without
having a relationship with his parents.
2. At least some of the superheroes will be earthbound gods in their level
of powers. Other superheroes of lesser powers will consort easily with
these earthbound deiti es.
3. The hero's devotion to justice overrides even his devotion to the law.
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4. The extraordinary nature of the superhero will be contrasted with the
ordinariness of his surround ings.
5. Likewise, the extraordinary nature of the hero will be contrasted with
the mundane nature of his alter-ego. Cetiain taboos will govern the
actions of these alter-egos.
6. Although ultimately above the law, superheroes can be capable of
considerable patriotism and moral loyalty to the state, though not
necessarily to the letter of its laws.
7. The stories are mythical and use science and magic indiscriminately to
create a sense of wonder. ( 16)
Of these criteria, the third (and to a lesser degree seventh) is the most applicable to the
specific nature of Moore and Miller's stories, though again according to Reyno lds, these
four texts meet all seven criteria in some form (117). Further, I examine the authors'
methods in establishing their characters, which will aid in developing an understanding of
what, precisely, makes these texts a product of the latter portions of the Cold Waranxieties over nuclear destruction, a growing sense of nihilism, and economic strife being
key facto rs that I explore.
Regarding Dark Knight and Watchmen, Reynolds states that "the superheroes of
Watchmen also lack any supervillains [against whom] to measure themselves ... They are

forced to confront more intangible moral and social concerns. The superhero is removed
from all the normal narrative expectations of the genre. Dark Knight handles this theme
through the inversion of an established hero: Watchmen does it by creating heroes outside
their familiar context" ( 11 5- 11 7). Reynolds approaches Watchmen in particular as a form
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of deconstruction not only of the idea of a superhero, but also of the decades of
established continuity- the many years of sometimes contradictory storylines- that act
as baggage for many superheroes. Further, by crafting new characters, the issue of
continuity is largely forgone, leaving the protagonists of Watchmen free to embody
somewhat more believable deconstructions of the superhero. On the other hand, Dark
Knight seeks to make Batman more relevant to 1980s audiences through an " inversion"

or reinvention process, whereby certain villainous traits are grafted onto his character
(Reynolds 117), while his human frailties are emphasized by his aged physique. Set free
from the constraints of past superheroes, Moore and Miller's anti-heroes become "open to
the widest variety of treatments and interpretations" (Reynolds, quoting Frank Miller
103). Further, both authors fill their stories with many of the themes common to the time
period- the threat of nuclear annihilation, battles for justice and order falling to
vigilantes due to the ineptitude of elected officials, and the often ambiguous conflicts
between both opposing and complementary political ideologies. These sets of processes
tie Moore and Miller's texts to the late Cold War, cementing them within a larger tradition
of subversive artists.
Moore and Miller's Graphic Novels
Early superhero comic books, which acted as the forerunners of Moore and
Miller's graphic novels, were themselves created during an era of social unrest and
political upheaval (the 1930s) by authors who, like Miller and Moore in the 1980s, sought
to effect some form of meaningful social change in American culture. These authors
were, with few exceptions, men of Jewish descent writing at a time when their fellow
Jews in Europe were facing the very real threat of complete annihilation. Superman
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(1938), Batman (1939), and Captain America (1941) were created by Jerry Siegel and
Joel Schuster, Bob Kane (Robert Kahn) and Bill Finger, and Jack Kirby (Jacob
Kurtzberg) and Joe Simon, respectively, in contemporary furtherance of an ancient
Jewish practice described by Will Eisner, creator of the Spirit ( 1940), as a "technique of
survival" through "telling stories" to one another (Fingeroth 28). Eisner's practice is
crucial in close readings of Moore and Miller's graphic novels.
I contend that Alan Moore's reinvented super anti-heroes encourage readers to
question and subvert their radically conservative governments as a strategy for surviving
the ever-present dangers of the Cold War. Moore's Watchmen is a tale of social anxieties
that begins as a murder mystery. In it, Richard Nixon has recently been re-elected to his
fifth term as United States president, and war with the Soviet Union seems ever more
likely. Against a tenuous backdrop, the Comedian, a retired superhero with ties to the
United States government, is mysteriously assassinated. Rorschach, himself a vigilante
superhero and a fugitive since the passage of a bill outlawing such activities, makes it his
personal quest to find the Comedian's murderer and to warn his fellow masked retirees of
the similar dangers that await them. Watchmen boasts a rather large cast of super antiheroes including Jon Osterman (Dr. Manhattan), Daniel Dreiberg (Nite Owl), Adrian
Veidt (Ozymandias), and Walter Kovacs (Rorschach). Through these characters,
Watchmen acts simultaneously as a warning against the socio-political anxieties of the
late Cold War and of how far some superheroes might be willing to go to defend human
life.
Moore's V for Vendetta, itself a dark superhero story, is quite different from
Watchmen . V for Vendetta is set in a near-future fascist Britain created by Moore in
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response to his disapproval of Margaret Thatcher's performance as prime minister. V's
government, a cult of personality si milar in scope to that of Oceania in George Orwell's

I 984, is opposed by one masked terrorist- the titular V, who models his costume and
tactics on the historical Guy Fawkes. V, whose true identity and gender are never
disclosed, rescues and subsequently kidnaps prostitute Evey Hammond to act as his
companion and accomplice in his war of bloody vengeance against Britain's government.
By the tale's ending, V has managed to fully convert Evey to his cause, grooming her to
become his replacement in the struggle.
In my first Chapter, I place Moore's two texts in conversation with one another.
While they are both superhero graphic novels rife with subversive messages appropriate
to the late Cold War, I contend that a careful examination of their key differences will
demonstrate how these stories' particular superheroes transition into anti-heroes. For V,
the anti-hero identity is inborn- he has no sense of self beyond the knowledge of how he
was wronged and no sense of heroism beyond hi s overwhelming desire for revenge. For
the cast of Watchmen, however, the formation of an anti-heroic identity is gradual,
playing out over the course of the entire story. V's archenemy, the British government of
Adam Susan's Norsefire Party, is one he is able to confront directly- his opponent is an
institution that he can weaken through repeated attacks. Conversely, the conflict brewing
between the United States and the Soviet Union in Watchmen is a purely ideological one
combated through extraordinary and outlandish means befitting a superhero story.
In order to fully explore Moore's version of the anti-hero, I analyze the
commonalities between his two stories. Further, I will chart the growth of Moore's many
intellectual protagonists to understand better how they are anti-heroes and how they
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transition into the role. Close readings reveal that Moore's conception of the anti-hero
often takes the form of an intellectual- a learned guide, teacher, and savior. Both stories
depict unsure and mortal humans who are forced to decide the fates of entire nations- a
synthesis of the classic superhero and rebellious anti-hero.
In my second Chapter, I contend that Frank Miller recreates superheroes as antiheroes by destroying their lives and demonstrating the ways they would have to rebuild
them in order to satisfy a late Cold War audience. Miller's Batman: The Dark Knight

Returns, originally published the same year as Moore's Watchmen, is in several ways
similar to it. In Dark Knight, Bruce Wayne, now in his late fifties, has been retired from
his role as Batman for a decade. The world that Miller creates as the backdrop for his
story is bleak: urban decay is rampant, crime is almost uncontrolled, government
officials- including a caricature of Ronald Reagan as the President of the United
States- are more untrustworthy than ever, and the Cold War is on the brink of erupting
into a world-devastating nuclear conflict. These crises succeed in pushing the arguably
mentally unstable Wayne back into his war on crime as Batman, which attracts many of
his old foes- notably Harvey Dent (Two-Face) and the Joker- out of their own
retirements. Batman's efforts attract the wrath of the United States government, which
sends its champion, Superman, to confront the caped crusader. By the graphic novel's
ending, Miller has reinvented much of the Batman mythos while providing commentary
on the issues facing the American people (particularly New Yorkers) in the 1980s.
In Daredevil: Born Again Miller takes many of the same strides as in Dark

Knight, such as in his depictions of 1980s urban decay, but Born Again differs from the
Batman story in that it is set entirely within its title character's established continuity.
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Matt Murdock, the titular Daredevil and a blind lawyer living in New York's Hell's
Kitchen, moonlights as a costumed vigilante gifted through a childhood accident with
superhuman acuity in his four remaining senses. Wilson Fisk, New York's K ingpin of
Crime, discovers Daredevil's secret identity tlu·ough informants who learned the secret
from Murdock's ex-girlfriend Karen Page, who traded it for a shot of heroin. Fisk
systematically destroys every aspect of Murdock's life, leaving him homeless, destitute,
and doubting the loyalty of everyone close to him. The graphi c novel earns its title from
the aftermath of these events, in which the broken Matt Murdock overcomes his
difficulties and effectively recreates himself from the ground up, but not before taking the
fight to Fisk and his United States government allies.
Miller's novels have more in common with each other than Moore's, best
expressed through Miller's narrative theme of corrupt conservatism in the United States
govenunents shown in both Dark Knight and Daredevil: Born Again. In both cases, it is
also linked strongly with the urban decay of Batman's Gotham and Daredevil's New York,
a response to the very real troubles faced by New York City during the Reagan years
(1982-1 988). In terms of Miller's protagonists, both Batman and Daredevil undertake
quests to reclaim portions of their lives that they have lost. These quests are bloody and
violent, and are opposed by the forces of order and justice (the Avengers and Superman,
respectively) along with the standard criminal elements common to superhero stories.
In accordance with Rollin's defini tion of the anti-hero, Miller's protagonists not
only face down massive governmental corruption, but they must also face former allies
set as stumbling blocks in their paths to vengeance and self-actualization. Therefore,
these novels-furthering the process of reinvention practiced by Miller-show
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superheroes becoming anti-heroes and defending their new, darker existences against
their formerly heroic standings in their respective worlds. Miller constructs his antiheroes as teachers of violent resistance to the era's troubles, as demonstrated through
most of the protagonists' relationships in the graphic novels, a trait that brings to mind the
earliest violent incarnations of superheroes during the 1930s and 1940s. Further, Miller
offers these reinvented super anti-heroes as authority figures of a past era brought
forward to demonstrate correct forms of action and resistance for the uncertain 1980s.
Much like Moore's intellectual anti-heroes, Miller's exemplar anti-heroes are also
teachers and saviors, but also demonstrate actions that their followers can mimic.
In both Chapters, I also address several salient comics panels that act as effective
examples of the art styles used by the graphic novels' respective pencilers, inkers, and
painters, and how they are interwoven into the larger story of each work. For example,
David Lloyd, the artist of V for Vendetta, aids in rendering V's true identity and gender
entirely ambiguous due to the methods he uses to draw the character and his protege,
Evey, as she assumes his identity. Also of note are the painting styles of all the texts,
which consist not only of primarily earthy tones (shades and mixtures of brown) in
establishing their settings, landscapes, and characters, but also of omnipresent reds and
yellows (particularly in Watchmen and Born Again) used in setting the mood of the
omnipresent risk of total destruction common throughout the Cold War.
The Cold War as a Background
Addressing the place of liberal intellectual culture in the United States at the
beginning of the Cold War in the mid-1940s, critic and hi storian Thomas Hill Schaub
states that " [e]ssay after essay tees off on 'liberal culture' by explaining recent history as a
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Jesson in innocence and naivete" (1 0). Here, Schaub mentions a key point of his book

American Fiction in the Cold War- the growing unpopularity of liberal thought in the
United States following victory in World War II in 1945. With the rise of such anxieti es
as McCarthy Era fears over the spread of communism in the 1950s, the United States
entered a period of reactionary conservatism hostile toward , and suspicious of, any form
of subversive art or writing. In furtherance of his point, Schaub goes so far as to quote
British author George Orwell, who in 1940 predicted that " [f]rom now onwards the allimportant fact for the creative writer is going to be that this is not a writer's world. That
does not mean that he cannot help to bring the new society into being, but he can take no
part in the process as a writer. For as a writer he is a liberal, and what is happening is the
destruction of liberalism" (3). Orwell's fears are echoed decades later in Moore's works,
most notably V f or Vendetta and Marvel man (1982-1984 ), both of which offer glimpses
of the possible dystopian outcomes ofThatcherism for Britain in the 1980s.
Based upon the structure of his reasoning, writers such as Schaub characterize the
role of art during the Cold War as an outlet for conservative posturing with little true
social relevance. Schaub's argument may be seen as true of the early Cold War (1940s
and 1950s), when American popular culture was flooded with images of nuclear fami lies
headed by strong, capable men and containing dutiful housewives and loyal children.
However, American culture can be seen to change drastically during the Kennedy and
Johnson years of the 1960s-a period when manifold civil rights and liberation
movements could be seen. Further, art continued to evolve as forms of social protest,
made relevant by the Vietnam War (1964-1975), when many counter-cultural and
subversive ideas-notably, curiosity about non-capitalist economics and the growth of
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several distinct civil rights movements fighting for racial , gender, and sexual equalityearned wider mainstream appea l.
The Vietnam War period was a time of great social upheaval in the United States,
an origin point for many liberal social movements, and the immediate precursor to the
decades that saw some of the most subversive graphic literature produced. Along with
various counter-cultural undergrounds and a renaissance in social protest, the era also saw
the societal accomplishments of the Civil Rights Movement, the Stonewall Riots, and the
Women's Liberation Movement. Despite impressive victories in the name of liberal
egalitarianism, the post-Vietnam War period was a time of conservative backlash against
socio-political progress, perhaps best demonstrated by the administration of Ronald
Reagan, whose terms as president in the 1980s are viewed by some historians as a time of
American imperialism (Sharpe 550-551 ). These imperialist efforts include the IranContra incident, as well as various attempts at destabilizing Central American
governments (notably, Nicaragua's) in the interests of keeping the Western hemisphere
free of the spread of communism (Jentleson 50). Fears of communism, with roots
extending back decades and intensifying in the years after the Second World War, only
grew in vitriolic irrationality following the debacle of Vietnam.
Further, the early post-Vietnam period in the 1970s is widely remembered as the
era of detente within the larger Cold War. Detente, a "somewhat obscure French term,"
referred to "the relaxation of tensions among former rivals" (McMahon 122). The detente
period saw the growth of peace and cooperation between the United States and the Soviet
Union under the administrations of Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter. It is under Jimmy
Carter, however, that detente truly began to unravel and the United States took strides to
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expand its military strength in response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The
beating of war drums, as it were, was continued and further expanded under the
administration of Ronald Reagan, who succeeded in twisting growing fears of war with
the Soviet Union into hi s presidential victory (McMahon 144-145).
The fear-based rhetoric concerning the menace presented by communism gave
rise to a great number of classic anti-hero stories in the 1980s, the most notable being
those of Moore and Miller. In their appropriations of the superhero and their forced
evolution of the superhero into an anti-hero, these authors found for themselves a niche
of classic American popular culture from which they could effectively critique the
radically conservative po litics of their day. Though a later addition to a longer tradition of
art as social protest, these sorts of graphic novels effectively characterize the intell ectual
resistance to the overbearing conservatism present in the post-Vietnam Cold War Era, and
my thesis situates these texts within such a historical context.
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CHAPTER II
RES ISTING THE COLD WAR STATUS QUO IN ALAN MOORE'S WATCHMEN
AND V FOR VENDETTA
Along with such critically esteemed graphic novelists as Art Spiegelman and
Mmjane Satrapi, Alan Moore (b. 1953) is one of the most widely studied graphic novel
writers. Born and raised in the working-class sections ofNorthampton, England, Moore
populates his stories with characters possessing an understanding of the threats and daily
uncettainties faced by the most marginalized groups in the United Kingdom. Such an
understanding also carries over to Moore's works written about and widely published
within the United States, such as The Saga of the Swamp Thing (1984-1987) and

Watchmen ( 1987), both published by DC Comics. In fact, it is Moore's lengthy and
distinguished run on Swamp Thing- a conventional horror comic made more adultoriented and even socially relevant through Moore's literary touch and environmental
awareness-that truly made his name in the comics community (Gabilliet 168). The
experience later allowed him much of the free reign he enj oyed within the rather strictly
censored comics industry, which led to hi s work in Watchmen.
My first Chapter focuses on Watchmen, along with Moore's lesser studied graphic
novel V for Vendetta (1989), and the reasons and methods used in the reinvention of
superheroes as super anti-heroes in these texts. Along with Frank Miller, who I examine
in the following Chapter, Alan Moore is considered one of the fathers of the dark, socially
relevant comics movement that arose during the late Cold War in the 1980s (Gabilliet
168-1 69). Both of Moore's texts deal strongly with themes present in much of the graphic
and science fi ction literature fashioned during the Cold War: anxieties regarding nuclear
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annihilation, the loss of personal freedoms under increasingly conservative Western
governments, and the intellectual concern that anything and anyone different from the
status quo will be labeled an enemy and eradicated.
Moore's conception of the super anti -hero takes the form of the intellectual. I
argue that Moore presents his superheroes as examp les of intellectual anti-heroes who
exemplify the methods by which individuals can actively resist and seek to alter
dangerous societal leanings-extreme conservatism, repression of undesirables, antiintellectualism, etc. Given the strong connections between Watchmen and V, Moore
presents both graphic novels for British and American audiences as fanciful examples of
how common citizens led by the intellectual can survive the potential horrors of the Cold
War by resisting the destructive policies of their governments. Moore's anti-heroes enact
resistance through personal transformation and disruption of the national status quo via
direct intellectual involvement in national and world events. In the context of Moore's
graphic novels, intellectual disruption manifests as the destructive actions of intellectual
characters such as Ozymandias and V seeking to alter the political systems in which they
live, wh ile intellectual transformation most often takes the form of characters- notably
Evey- being educated or won over to the side of the intellectual protagonist.
Additionally, Moore's anti-heroes effect transformations in others, as I also explore.
Though intellectual transformation and disruption are present in both graphic novels,
Watchmen leans more heavily toward disruption, whi le V for Vendetta details a number of
complex transformations in several of its characters. Intellectual disruption in Watchmen
is best demonstrated through the inter-personal relationships and belief systems of Walter
Kovacs (Rorschach), Jon Osterman (Dr. Manhattan), Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl), and
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Adrian Veidt (Ozymandias). Intellectual transformation in V for Vendetta is most clearly
seen with the characters of Evey Hammond, Eric Finch, and V himself.
Watchmen and V f or Vendetta as Cold War Texts
Vfor Vendetta began its serialization in 198 1 as an attempt by Moore to warn
British readers of a conservative takeover of the United Kingdom (Moore Vii). Moore,
known among criti cs for hi s strong uses of intertextual references in hi s work, drew upon
a large number of influences in establishing his setting and characters. In numerous
essays and interviews, Moore has cited a rather lengthy list of influences, including
"'Orwell. Huxley. Thomas Disch. Judge Dredd. Harlan Ellison's 'Repent Harlequin! Said
the Ticktockman.' and 'Prowler in the City at the Edge of the World'... David Bowie. The
Shadow.. . Batman. Farenheit 451 . .. the New Worlds school of science fiction. Max
Ernst's painting 'Europe After the Rains.' Thomas Pynchon. The atmosphere of British
Second World War fi lms. The Prisoner. Robin Hood .. ."' (Boudreaux par. 5). These
influences on Moore's writing, coupled with a noir aesthetic in the illustrations
established through a study by artist David Lloyd of the appearances of 1930s pulp
magazines, create a unique atmosphere in the artwork of the graphic novel (Baker 3 1).
V, owing to the influences of Orwell, Huxley, and Bradbury, is a work of

dystopian fiction set in an alternate late-1 990s Britain. The story is set roughly a decade
after a devastating nuclear conflict that reduced most of the world to ash while leaving
Britain largely unscathed. It is mentioned at several points throughout the narrative that
the war was the result of escalating hostilities between the United States and the Soviet
Union following a Soviet invasion of Western Europe (Moore V27). Following the
horror and confusion of the war, Britain was left open to the influences of a strong and
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charismatic leader bringing promises of salvation and a solution to the nation's
problems- an intentional parallel to Adolph Hitler in Germany of the 1930s. The man,
Adam Susan, established a fascist government under his Norsefire Party, whose crusade
for racial purity also bespoke dark historic allusions. Under the Norsefire regime, Britain
sought to purge itself of undesirables--non-whites, intellectuals, homosexuals, atheists,
Muslims, etc,-in order to create Adam Susan's vision of a Christian Caucasian paradise
built on the ashes of the old world.
Norsefire's campaign of genocide backfires in one seemingly small way in its
creation of the titular anti -hero V, whose true identity, race, and even gender are never
truly known-though, for the sake of ease, male pronouns are always used in reference to
him. V, concentration camp survivor and ideological impersonator of Guy Fawkes
(instigator of the Gunpowder Treason on November 5, 1605 and burned in effigy yearly
in the UK), wages a complex war of revenge against Susan's fascist government in an
attempt to awaken an anarchist spirit of revolution in Britain's populace (Moore V 217218). It is V's hope that, even after his death, his revolution will be continued and a new
order of freedom and tolerance can be established. The sense of revolution also plays
heavily into the transformations of several characters-most notably Evey Hammondover the course of the graphic novel.
Though not tied directly into the proposed establishment of a fascist government,
Watchmen is also built upon a number of socio-political fears present in the West in the

late 1980s. Though based more solidly in the events of the mid-1980s in which it is set,
Watchmen also deviates sharply at several points from what has occurred in reality-

notably demonstrated through Richard Nixon's five terms as president. In the world of
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Watchmen, an accident in an atomic particle collider in the mid-1960s gave birth to Dr.
Manhattan, the only true super-powered being in a world full of masked vigilantes. Dr.
Manhattan possesses the ability to reshape reality and alter matter at a sub-atomic level,
effectively granting him god-like powers. The existence of Dr. Manhattan, described as a
walking nuclear deterrent (Watchmen film) , has ensured the military dominance of the
United States throughout the world for two decades, including an apprehensive
relationship with the Soviet Union and a victory in the war in Vietnam. Further, through
his powers, Manhattan- considered the story's analog to Superman-also exists as a
living nuclear weapon, being as both are tied to the immense destructive power of the
atom. N ixon went so far as to use these victories and the existence of Dr. Manhattan to
bully his way into his unprecedented tenure as president, resulting in an unbroken line of
conservative leadership since the late 1960s.
Despite the advantage ofNixon having a "god" in the Defense Department,
tensions between the United States and Soviet Union are mounting, with the opening of
hostilities almost inevitable. Atop such a chaotic setting is another layer of flashbacks and
non-linear shifts in the narrative where a mysterious assailant is murdering masked
vigilantes-a layer investigated by Rorschach, one of several protagonists within the
story who is arguably mentally deranged. As the story builds to its climax, it is revealed
that the two seemingly disparate plot lines are linked, effectively revealing the methods
by which socio-political disruption is achieved within the text through the efforts of
Ozymandias.
Compared with V for Vendetta, there are fewer explicit influences in Moore's
crafting of Watchmen, aside from real -world Cold War issues and the need to deconstruct
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and reinvent the superhero for his audience (Reynolds 117). Watchmen is not so different
from other big event or team-up comics prevalent in the mid- to Jate-1980s, especially
coming out of DC Comics, though it is more political than most. In fact, Moore and
illustrator Dave Gibbons are not entirely responsible for the creation of the characters
they use in the graphic novel, since each is based upon a pre-existing character (Captain
Atom , The Question, Blue Beetle, etc.) bought by DC from the floundering Charlton
Comics of the 1970s (Kavanagh section 1). Nevertheless, Moore and illustrator Gibbons
further their reinvention of the genre through their appropriation of these displaced
characters, taking obscure superheroes from a dying company and reinventing them as a
cast of socially relevant anti-heroes with diverse philosophies in a superhero setting.
Of the two texts, more critical attention has been given to Watchmen, due perhaps
to its reinvention of the superhero story into an unsettling, if still implausible, mirror for
the events occurring in reality-a depth that many critics of the era certainly would have
believed beyond the scope of a simple superhero yarn. Add itionall y, Watchmen won the
Hugo Award in 1988 following its completion, cementing it amongst the greatest science
fiction stories of its era(" 1988 Hugo Awards"). Watchmen is also included in TIME
Magazine's 100 Best Novels, though, admittedly, it is included after all of the prose
novels in the list (Grossman " Watchmen" par. 1). Compared with other examples of the
graphic literary medium, a great deal of criticism has been written on the graphic novel,
attempting to argue for its legitimacy and to argue how it, along with several other
contemporary graphic novels, forced the superhero genre to mature by addressing
socially relevant, and often darker, real-world themes.
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In contrast, very little has been written about Moore's V for Vendetta. According
to critic Jordana Greenblatt, "I have not been abl e to find a single reference to Moore and
artist David Lloyd's V f or Vendetta that is not in passing and/or a reference to the film
adaptation" (Greenblatt par. 1). As I demonstrate, V f or Vendetta is a complex what-if
scenario posed by Moore regarding his anxieties over the rise of Margaret Thatcher's
brand of conservatism in Britain in the early 1980s (Di Liddo 111-115). Originally
published in British Warrior magazine before being distributed in the United States by
DC Comics, V for Vendetta is Moore's articulation of socially relevant fears set in
Britain's dystopian future, but present during the Cold War. These traits certainly limited
the appeal of the story to contemporary American critics, who more readily attached
themselves to the urban decay of Watchmen's 1980s New York City.
Fears and anxieties expressed in the graphic novels help cement both texts within
a wider 1980s Western world view. The unyielding conservatism demonstrated by
Richard Nixon's political dynasty in Watchmen is not so ideo logically different from that
espoused by Ronald Reagan in reality during the same time period in which Watchmen is
set. Further, many critics and historians on both sides of the Atlantic have remarked upon
the connections and friendly relations between Reagan and Thatcher (Gaddis 215 -218).
Moore himself has referred to the partnership as the "Reagan-Thatcher right-wing fuck
buddy coalition" (The Mindscape ofAlan Moore). Foremost, Moore attacks such
conservative politics through much of his work in the late Cold War.
The Intellectual in the Cold War: The Mind as a Battlefield
In eras preceding the Cold War (1 94 7-1 991 ), conflicts were understood as
primarily physical in nature. Following the end of World War II (1939-1945), however,
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warfare largely changed as large-scale conflicts became more elicit in nature, though
relatively isolated conflicts continued to be costly in terms of human lives, such as the
wars in Korea (1950-1 953 ) and Vietnam (1959-1975). Though such intellectual ventures
as the expanded use of espionage in warfare-seen in the establishment of such agencies
as the United States's Office of Strategic Services (OSS) on June 13 , 1942- and the
growth of atomic sciences originated in the Second World War, their use was greatly
expanded in the decade following. The Cold War never erupted into open conflict
between the United States and the Soviet Union, remaining relegated primarily to areas of
intellectual warfare- propaganda campaigns, numerous scares over enemy infiltration,
and distrust of people of Eastern European or Russian descent in the West- all of which
fed into the anxieties that inspired Moore's work in the 1980s.
Areas of intellectual warfare were limited primarily to various forms of espionage
and ever escalating competitions within scientific communities. These types of conflicts
between the superpowers did not begin with the Cold War, however. Pri or to the end of
the Second World War (1945), the United States initiated the Manhattan Project (19421946) in the hopes of creating a functioning atomic bomb before Nazi Germany, wi th the
first test of a functioning atomic bomb occurring in 1945 (Gay 21 -22). Even early on, the
Soviet Union had operatives in place in the form of spies such as David Greenglass,
brother of Ethel Rosenberg, in the hopes of stealing secret atomic knowledge from the
superior scientific infrastructure present in the United States (Garber 68-70). Such
ventures operated in several capacities, as both the U nited States and the Soviet Union
recruited forn1er Nazi scienti sts (notably, the United States's acquisition ofWernher von
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Braun in 1945) immediately following the end of the war to assist in their own advanced
mi litary and rocketry programs.
The mutual espionage and competition between the United States and the Soviet
Union reached a new level in the 1950s. During the Eisenhower years (1953-1961 ), the
United States was faced with the perceived peril of falling hopelessly behind the Soviet
Union techno logically. With the Soviets' launch of Sputnik !- humanity's first artificial
satellite-on October 4, 1957, public education in the United States shifted toward
preparing a new generation of scientists and technicians to combat the threat posed by
what was deemed Soviet technological superiority (Heppenheimer 147 -148). These goals
were accomplished tlu·ough such mandates as the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) signed on September 2, 1958, which pushed American educational concerns
toward mathematics and the hard sciences. Other responses were just as panicked; the era
also saw the development of the United States' first spy satellites (1958), as well as its
first spy plane, the U-2, in 1956 (Taubman xi-xvi).
The cycle of preparation and one-upmanship continued throughout the 1950s and
1960s, especially in the field of atomic sciences. Even with spies in place monitoring
U.S. progress, the Soviet Union stayed several years behind the United States on every
advance in atomic weapons, from the original fission bombs such as those used against
Japan at the end ofthe Second World War (August 6 & 9, 1945), to the first hydrogen
bombs (Craig 37). The Arms Race, as well as the Space Race initiated by the Soviet
Union with Sputnik, reached yet another level on January 2, 1959, when the Soviets
managed to once again pull ahead of their American counterpm1s in launching a probe
into interplanetary space (Kaplan 1-2).
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The Space Race began in earnest during the administration of John F. Kennedy
(1961 -1 963), Dwight D. Eisenhower's successor. Kennedy promised the United States
that it would safely land a man on the moon and return him to the earth by the end of the
decade, a promise that he did not live to see fulfilled, but that came true nonetheless
(Heppenheimer 208-209). The early 1960s period also saw the possibilities for hostilities
with the Soviet Union rising due to the growing nuclear arsenals possessed by both sides,
which was exacerbated during Kennedy's administration by the Cuban Missile Crisis
(October 12-28, 1962), though defused through careful negotiations between Kennedy
and Soviet Premiere Nikita Khrushchev.
The short span of years during the 1950s and 1960s truly defines the changes the
Cold War brought to the United States, the Soviet Union, and their allies. For the first
time, it seemed that some wars could be fought and won entirely within the minds of the
participants. With the growing proliferation of spies and spy technology during the
period, the sciences and educational fields were forced to catch up in order to remain
relevant. With the increasing trend s of advancing technology, political uprisings
spawning new alliances, and the ever-present need to compete in fields of knowledge and
science with major rivals, the Cold War can be seen as a largely intellectual conflict, as
well as one between starkly opposed ideologies. As such, advances toward intellectual
superiority, tied foremost to education, were seen as a guarantor of victory in the
constantly competitive atmosphere that existed between the West and the Soviet Union.
Alan Moore makes careful observation of real world trends in developing the
status quo of the worlds he creates for V for Vendetta and Watchmen. Both of these
worlds are touched in some way by the Co ld War, as I show, and both offer commentary
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on the various intellectual capacities and identities of participants in these Cold War
stories. Moore's intellectual super anti-heroes are also products of the Cold War era, and
they embody various solutions to the socio-political conflicts Moore observed during the
waning years of the cultural war.
"The multiplying villainies of nature do swarm upon him ... ":
Intellectualism in V for Vendetta
V for Vendetta is layered with examples of the theme of intellectual

transformation (distinct from government-sponsored brainwashing or indoctrination),
from the creation of Adam Susan's fascist government ideology to the concentration
camp detainment that created V, thereby leading to all of the socio-intellectual changes he
engenders in others. While many of the transformations described in the text do follow a
socio-po litical model resulting in great societal shifts, it is the basic human elements of
the story that make so many of the included personal intellectual transformations within
the narrative so poignant. I argue that many of the characters in the graphic novel embody
the intellectuals who would be capable of bringing about great changes-both positive
and negative- within a nation. While most of the characters, major and minor, in V for
Vendetta undergo some form of intellectual change or transformation, my analysis will

focus upon three characters in particular.
V himself is the central anti-hero of the story, fulfilling Rollin's definition of the
anti-hero in that he is a protagonist cast in a hero's role whose personal moral compass
goes against the status quo of his society (xvii). While most of the characters- pawns of
the fascist party ruling Britain-view Vas a terrorist, readers are encouraged to see him
more as a freedom fighter, and his identity is heightened as more ofV's back-story is
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revealed. Though his true identity is never disclosed, enough ofV's past is shown to
reveal that he was a victim ofNorsefire purges and held in the Larkhill Internment Camp,
where he was experimented on. Though the reasons for V's internment are never
revealed, and are lost to V himself due to the trauma he experienced during his
imprisonment and the subsequent experimentation he suffered through while in Larkhill,
he in some way fu lfilled Adam Susan's criteria for undesirables- criteria that would
surely include citizens capable of advanced critical thought. As I show, Lloyd's artwork
often attempts to characterize Vas a white man, though Moore's writing leaves many of
V's interactions ambiguous enough to cast doubt even upon Lloyd 's iteration ofV's
identity. Moore is careful to show several minor characters discussing partial evidence of
V's past in Larkhill (planted by V himself) who go so far as to say the evidence is likely
untrustworthy- an early example of V's intellectual warfare in feeding Norsefire
authorities questionable information (Moore V 78-81 ). V, through trickery and deceit, is
able to complete the monumental task of feeding his enemies mi sinformation while
actively furthering his own goals amid their confusion- a trait appropriate to a Cold War
anti-hero , given that the era is strongly connected to the purveyors of espionage (spies,
their handlers, and the intelligence agencies that employ them), with such activi ties being
the primary form of combat between the West and the Soviet Union.
As much as V for Vendetta is V's story, it also belongs to Evey Hammond. Evey's
intellectual transformations throughout the story are manifold. She is introduced
simultaneously with V in the graphic novel's opening, with David Lloyd's first panels
juxtaposing the two characters as they prepare to leave their homes one evening,
precipitating their meeting (Moore V 9-1 0). Over the course of the novel, Evey is forced
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to grow up quickly, a process that reaches its completion when V begins to refer to her as
Eve rather than Evey, also demonstrating the faith he places in her as hi s replacement and
the first of a society built upon his intellectual anarchist ideals of freedom , equality, and
diversity (217-223). Evey has become replacement for V in body as well as ideology by
the narrative's ending, following his final encounter with Eric Finch._
Finch is a high-ranking inspector in Adam Susan's fascist party. He is
characterized as a loyalist to the Norsefire cause, at many early points in the story
exhibiting the homophobia and xenophobia so common to Susan's followers. Finch is
tasked by Adam Susan with investigating and apprehending V after his first terrorist
attack, the destruction of the Houses of Parliament in the middle of the night on the eve
ofNovember 5, 1997. The deeper Finch digs into V's past, the more he begins to see that
he no longer truly believes in the Norsefire party's mission, though such a realization
does not directly convert him to V's cause.
V's individual war against the fascist government of Britain in Moore's fi ctional
1997-1998 forms the core of V for Vendetta. Though V's past is shrouded in mystery, it is
possible to trace his evolution into a super anti-hero. The diary of Dr. Delia Surridge,
resident physician of the Larkhill Internment Camp, reveals the results, if not the precise
nature, of the experiments carried out on the camp's detainees. Her diary details the
mutations and horrific deaths suffered by the majority of those she experimented on,
excluding the occupant of the fifth cell- cell Roman numeral "V"- in the
experimentation sector. The man, as the occupant is described, is shown to lose his
memory but begins to exhibit enhanced physical attributes (Moore V 80-84).
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V's relatively simple origin story is the birth of Moore's archetypal intellectual
anti-hero. At its core-the genesis of some sort of superpowers-the story is not so
different from many others generated for superheroes over the decades. A key difference
from other super beings emerges, however, in that amid V's enhanced abilities, he also
possesses a keen mind, a need to fill it with knowledge, and a desire to see that
knowledge turned into a weapon against those who harmed him. An even more sinister
note is added in one of Moore's own complex anxieties to the character-that of the
erasure of individuality, difference, and free thought under an increasingly conservative
and even fascistic popular government. Here, there is no Golden Age of fl ying about in
tights and a cape righting relatively simple wrongs; rather, Vis created fully formed by
the circumstances that also later call him to action. V's existence is dark and violent from
the very beginning, and his foes are mortal and able to be combated. Further, V's foes,
members of the elite Norsefire party, represent a great deal of the fear that Moore felt
regarding such conservative politicians as Margaret Thatcher in the early 1980s (Di
Liddo 111 -11 5). Therefore, V for Vendetta becomes as much an allegorical war of
ideologies- a purely intellectual conflict- as it does a superhero story.
Added layers of depth fmiher emphasize V's inherent nature as an intellectual
anti-hero. Returning once more to Rollin's definition of the anti-hero, not only are V's
morals at odd s with those of the society around him, but also V stands directly opposed to
his society (xvii). V's entire existence is defined by hi s quest to eradicate the philosophy
ofNorsefire and the nation that destroyed him and so many others like him. Vis never
characterized as a clean-cut, traditional hero. He does not apprehend his enemies; he
destroys their minds or kills them, utterly without mercy (Moore V 42, 54-57). Though he
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does not appear to be built up as any sort of hero, particularly in the eyes of the culture in
which he lives, V's quest is a heroic one. He is seeking to free a nation from itself, though
his methods are brutal and indecent. Given his background and actions, V's entire
existence is wrapped up in the concept of the anti-hero, and, given the specific fears his
story embodies, it reflects the specific needs and anxieties of the Cold War AngloAmerican status quo.
There is yet another layer to V's existence as an intellectual anti-hero as it is
presented by Moore, and that is a sort of interactivity on the part of readers-a method by
which V's skill at intellectual transformation actually transcends the comics page,
accosting readers with the realization that V possesses no rigidly defined identity,
allowing them the lens of personal invo lvement. As shown in Figure 1, readers are given
no other image ofV throughout the graphic novel except what is in the left panel-a tall,
gaunt figure wearing a Guy Fawkes mask and wig and clad bead to toe in black. The right
panel, however, though obscured through artist David Lloyd's framing techniques in his
panels, shows a single portion of what appears to be a bald Caucasian bead. Dr.
Surridge's diary entries concerning Larkhill insist that it is the man who would become V,
though those writings could be suspect, given that V all owed them to fall into the bands
of the police.
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Figure 1. Images ofV. Copyright DC Comics.
V also directly exposes Evey to misinformation as he works to help her reach her
own point of transformation in light ofNorsefire's horrific crimes. Following V's capture
of Evey and subsequent imprisonment of her toward the middle of the story, he begins to
expose her to the same torment he experienced whi le interred at Larkhill. The deception
also includes the contrived illusion that there was a woman named Valerie in the
neighboring cell. David Lloyd's panels reveal Valerie- an actress imprisoned, tortured,
and murdered for being a lesbian- to be a young blonde woman similar in appearance to
Evey herself, prior to the head shaving and beatings she endured while in captivity.
Figure 2 is a study of three panels taken from V.for Vendefta that reveal, once
more, the only unmasked image ofV, along with an image ofValerie and one ofEvey
prior to her imprisonment, respectively. The resemblances between Valerie and Evey in
the painting choices of hair color and skin tone are clear, opening up the possibilities of
later parallels. It is suggested in the narrative, and by the existence of a shrine dedicated
to Valerie within V's Shadow Gallery, that the des ire to avenge Valerie's murder in
Larkhill is one ofV's chief motivators in his war. However, it is still curious that so little
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ofV's head is shown in the above panel. In truth, there is no way to tell gender by the
image, and skin pigmentation can simply be a trick of his cell's lights . Add itionally, the
more masculine appearance attached to V by Ll oyd through his artwork could even be a
result of the noted mutagenic effects of the experiments conducted at Larkh ill (Moore V
80).

Figure 2. Images ofV, Valerie, and Evey. Copyright DC Comics.

I wish to comment upon the fact that V and Valerie's heads are shown to be in
nearly the exact same positions in the above panels. While such a detail may seem small,
it does raise several questions. For instance, what ifV were actually Valerie, stripped of
her memories, attempting to avenge not only her lost self, but everyone who was
murdered by the N orsefire purges? Further, Moore named among his influences Thomas
Pynchon, and V is shown early in the graphic novel through a series of frames to be
reading Pynchon's V, the title character of w hi ch is a woman-a possible clue (Moore V
64). Such is the element of reader interactivity brought into the story by Moore- a
strength unique to the work's graphic nature. Through early ambiguity in determining V's
identity, as well as his final living scene with Evey, Moore creates Vas a blank slate.
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Anyone, given the proper circumstances, could be V, and V could be anyone. By
extending V's intellectual transformative influences beyond the comics page, Moore here
shows his readers that anyone, given the correct sets of stimuli and mental fortitude, can
exercise V's methods in opposing a repressive conservative government.
V's methods are shown to be ruthless, violent, and even murderous- he is
fashioned as a violent intellectual. V's nature is demonstrated in his protracted escape
plan from Larkhill- an event that shows V's transformative, disruptive, and intellectual
sides all at once. According to the account of events given in Dr. Surridge's diary, the man
who would become V earns the amusement and trust of the internment camp's authorities,
and is therefore allowed access to books and chemicals that his captors believe w ill
simply aid him in his gardening. V, demonstrating an advanced intellectual capacity,
synthesizes explosives and chemical weapons from the information and substances
entrusted to him, allowing him to make his escape.
Regardless of the veracity of his version of the events at Larkhill, V becomes
defined in his characterization early on by his intellectual capacity. V's bookcases in the
Shadow Gallery are packed with all sorts of reading material- from high literature to
popular adventure tales (Moore, V 18). As David Lloyd, head artist on V for Vendetta, has
said, V's interests in all sorts of books make him a sort of " everyman," m aking it easier
for readers of the graphic novel to associate themselves with him (Boudreaux "Quotes
from Fanmail"). As such, V's existence as a Cold War anti-hero- a thief, spy, and
assassin- does not seem so far beyond the reach of the common citizen searching for a
symbol of resistance to real-world parallels ofNorsefire.
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The seeming universal appeal of the character, coupled with V's ambiguous
identity and past, make Evey's later transition into V's successor-her transformation into
a true intellectual- more fluid. T he bulk of Evey's training is tied up in her self-education
in V's library. By absorbing V's knowledge of literature and phi losophy, Evey effectively
becomes V. Therefore, the identity of V is more readily connected with his intellectual
capacity than with whatever physical augmentations he gained through his time at
Larkhill. By becoming his intellectual di sciple, Evey has earned the right to become V
himself at hi s passing.
Moore's hopes that a savior anti-hero mi ght arise from the common populace are
fully given form through Evey's last interactions w ith V's corpse. In the final chapter of
the story, as V lies dying at Evey's feet after being shot by Finch, he tells her that " (f] irst,
you must discover whose face lies behind this mask, but you must never know my face .
Is that quite clear?" (Moore V245 ). Following the initial shock ofV's death, Evey brings
herself to sit near the corpse, imagining herself walking over to it and removing the Guy
Fawkes mask. In her fantasy, Evey first sees the face of a random black man, then her
father, then a sampling of the faces of people she had known throughout her life. Finally,
she sees only herself as she was at 16 under the mask (245-25 1).
Evey's vision is the core of her own transformation, which, unlike V's, is carried
out entirely within the scope of the narrative itself. With her initial meeting w ith Vat 16,
Evey undergoes a second birth ; the life that follows is a diffi cult one, but it culminates in
a single image- that of Evey gazing into V's mirror, her face stretched into the same grin
found on V's Guy Fawkes mask (Moore V25 1). From her single day as a prostitute to her
months of hiding away, from her imprisonment at V's own hands to her ascension as his
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heir, Evey's transformations have been multi-layered, with her changing physicality
reflecting her intellectual development. In the end, following months of V's instruction,
Evey is nearly his equal in strength and agi lity, and she has also spent much of her free
time studying in V's personal library. In every way necessary to carry on appearances, she
becomes V.
Evey's acceptance of her role as the new V echoes V's own ambiguous nature and
identity, as is shown in her assumption of the role in the panels of Figure 3. After all,
Moore's spelling of Evey's name is simply the word "every" missing one letter-a device,
perhaps, to further carry the meaning that everyone could be V, if necessary. On the left is
a panel of V as he appears throughout the graphic novel while on the right is a panel of
Evey in V's costume following her acceptance of her new role- both panels are drawn by
artist David Lloyd and demonstrate similar choices in illustrating V with ambiguous
details. While in costume, Evey addresses a crowd of rioting Londoners via loudspeaker
and, though they are all familiar with V's voice from numerous broadcasts, none seem to
notice the possible difference in sound (Moore V257-259). Further, there seems to be
very little difference in physical appearance between the two iterations of V. Regardless
of how Evey might disguise her gender whil e in costume, it remains that from height to
composure, she has become V in knowledge, abilities, and now appearance. By story's
end, Evey has climbed from the lowest social status imaginable- that of destitute
prostitute-to become V's successor, an intellectual anti-hero born within, and raised up
by, the plight of the common people. It therefore falls to Evey-now V- to carry on V's
mission as a new social order finally able to question and oppose Norsefire authorities
emerges in the aftermath ofV's initial calculated attacks against the party's elites.
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Figure 3. Evey as V. Copyright DC Comics.
Evey is not the only aspect of humanity given a single, allegorical form within
Moore's story, however; there is also the head ofNew Scotland Yard, Eric Finch. Finch is
shown early on to be a high ranking party loyalist in good standing with its leader, Adam
Susan. As is stated earlier, Finch is tasked by Susan with investigating and apprehending
the terrorist known as Codename V. As his investi gation goes nowhere, Finch becomes
irritable and lashes out at fellow party members, prompting a mandatory leave of
absence. Already becoming an outsider within the party's ranks for his behavior, Finch is
pushed to hi s limits following V's assassination of Finch's secret lover, Dr. Delia
Surridge. After, Surridge's diary falls into Finch's possession and, though he doubts its
legitimacy and wonders whether it was left at the scene of Surridge's death by V himself,
he cultivates an obsession with what happened at Larkhill.
Led by an intellectual curiosity to discover the truth about Larkhill, Finch later
discovers the internment camp's ruins and, attempting to understand what he sees as V's
insanity, drops a small amount of LSD before wandering about the compound. Finch
immediately begins to hallucinate himself as one of the prisoners detained in Larkhill,
and, during the episode, he also sees all of England's lost diversity-an ocean of skin
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colors, religions, and sexual orientations all viewed by the party as undesirable. As the
endless sea of human beauty begins to fade from view, Finch chases after it, spouting
feverish apologies:
I'd forgotten how rich the color of your skin was, a thousand special blends
of coffee ... The girls I saw hugging each other on the demonstrations, and
the men, so gentle, so softly spoken ... Oh, Jesus, I've missed you. I've
missed your voices and your walk, your food, your clothes, your dyed p ink
hair. My friends ... There at the carnival, the gay pride marches. Say you
saw beyond my uniform. Please say you knew I cared. I... Wait... Wait!
Where are you going? Please ... Please don't leave me. We treated you so
badly, all the hateful things we printed, did and said ... But please. Please
don't despise us. We were stupid. We were kids. We didn't know. Come
back. Ohplease come back. I love you. (Moore V2 12-213)
Finch begins to reveal that he never fully believed in the party's philosophy. The party
seemed a safe investment during the war and the years following, when Finch had lost his
wife and child and life seemed meaningless. Following these painful personal revelations
in Larkhill, Finch wanders aimlessly throughout the countryside and back into London,
where he finally uncovers V's Shadow Gallery in the old, disused London subway
tunnels.
Despite the moral complexities ofEric Finch as an anti-hero, he is certainly
characterized as an intellectual by Moore. As one of the highest ranking and most
effective detectives in Norsefire Britain, Finch consistently and constantly demonstrates
his intellectual capacity in his work, and it is appropriate that he is the official tasked with
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apprehending V. Despite his unusual tactics and his broken mental state acquired by the
story's ending, it is Finch who finally figures out where V keeps his Shadow Gallery,
confronting him in the darkness of London's disused subway system.

It is Finch's encounter with V, ending in V's being fatally shot, that sets the story's
ending in motion while also finalizing Finch's transition toward intellectualism in keeping
with V's example. While V crawls back to Evey to die at her feet, Finch returns to party
headquarters to report his success. Later, Finch recounts the story, wondering at how easy
the fight had been, referring to V as being "like greased lightning" in his movements, and
realizes that V allowed himself to be shot (Moore V240) . Finch's realization is another
step in his own series of transformations that began in Larkhill. Realizing that he had
been yet another pawn in V's schemes, and also realizing that the party no longer held his
loyalties, Finch walks out of London as it burns in the revolution fuming behind him.
Though he did not necessarily fully understand or agree with V's ideology, Finch had
become integral in aiding its fulfi llment. Finch is even given one final opportunity to side
with the failing party and aid in re-establishing its order- a dead party member's wife,
the true drive behind the man's ascension, accosts Finch as he leaves London. The woman
had shown Finch so little regard in their professional lives that she mistakenly refers to
him as Edward rather than Eric when she declares to him that " [w]e could restore order.
Oh Eddie, we can do so much together, you and me ... What do you say?" (Moore V265) .
Finch, never saying a word, shoves her away, leaving her to her fate-likely rape and
murder at the hands of rebels-as he walks off alone on an empty highway into the night.
The highway panel- Finch, in the dark, receding into the distance-is the final
image of the graphic novel, and it is, itself, a moment of reinvention. In his rejection of
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the woman on the road, Helen Heyer, Finch effecti vely performs his own role in sealing
the fate of the Norsefire party. Where he differs from V or Evey, however, is that his role
is much more passive, though no Jess necessary. Finch represents a high ranking and
highl y trusted member of the ruling class who real izes the error, even evil, of his actions
and , in his own small way, seeks to repent of them. The final transformation on the road,
though much more stark than that experienced by V and Evey, is no less anti-heroic in its
conception; Finch allows the fiery end of his and hi s comrades' rule to swarm throughout
Britain in the hopes of a brighter tomorrow following its bloody yesteryear. In his
rejection ofNorsefire's status quo and hi s inaction in preserving it, Eric Finch becomes a
passive anti-hero working in the shadows of much more active super anti-heroes. Though
invisible when compared with V, Finch's actions- or inactions, as it were- are just as
necessary for change to occur. His inaction, created in Finch's realization that he was
never right in his membership in Norsefire and that the party must be destroyed for the
sake of Britain's survival, is the culmination of hi s final transition toward an intell ectual
tradition in keeping with V's example.
" ... and God was not there.": Intellectuals in Watchmen
Watchmen's plot is also fill ed with the society-wide struggle of warring
ideo logies, with each conflict in ideology set up to disrupt the societal status quo in some
way. While seen across the spectrum of Moore and artist Dave Gibbons's characters, the
evolution of the intellectual super anti-hero concept can best be seen through the
development of four characters- Rorschach, Dr. Manhattan, Nite Owl, and Ozymandias.
These characters are not the first superheroes to be created or reinvented with the ideal of
the anti-hero in mind, though Alan Moore is certain ly one of the first writers of graphic
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literature to reinterpret the roles of outdated and sanitized superheroes in an era decades
removed from their creation. As Moore asks in hi s introduction to the first edition of
Frank Miller's Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, "[l]eft floundering in the wake of other
media, how are comic books to reinterpret their traditional icons so as to interest an
audience growing progressively further away from them?" (ii). For Moore's own
experiments in the field , the answer is investing numerous characters with various
relevant points of view on the cultural and political situations fomenting in the 1980s. He
therefore creates an entire team of anti-heroes whose internal conflicts provide
reasonable- if fantastical , given the medium- solutions to the West's major concerns as
they are tied to the Cold War.
Daniel Dreiberg, or Nite Owl, fulfills several of the criteria constituting Moore's
ideal of the intellectual anti-hero, as well as the Rollin definition of the anti-hero
generally. Dreiberg, along with Laurie Juspeczyk, the second Silk Spectre, is shown to
violate the law at several points in the pursuit of higher goals. He consciously chooses to
return to costumed adventuring despite the federal act prohibiting it, and consequently,
along with Juspeczyk, manages to save the occupants of a burning slum tenement (Moore
WVII.22-26). Later, the pair also mount a grand rescue operation to free Rorschach from
prison, believing that there may be something to their colleague's paranoia (Moore W
VII.28).
Moore uses a great amount of detai l in constructing Dreiberg as an intellectual.
Dreiberg reveals to Laurie Juspeczyk that he inherited a considerable amount of wealth
from his father which allowed him to study a variety of subjects in school-including
engineering and ornithology (Moore W VII.29-32). While these eclectic fie lds of study
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have little in common, their mixture furthers Dreiberg's identity as an intellectual. With a
background in multiple disciplines and despite being independently wealthy, Dreiberg is
also constructed as an everyman- an ideal that many could aspire to and accomplish,
given the proper resources.
The concept is given further weight in how Dreiberg chooses to live. Though
wealthy, he keeps a modest and relatively small home, preferring to dedicate hi s
resources to his war on crime through such inventions as Archie, hi s flying owl ship, and
numerous other devices. Here, Dreiberg's identity as an intellectual is once more
advanced. Despite keeping a relatively humble house, Dreiberg has dedicated much of his
time and energy to developing practical, though outlandish, inventions- including
Archie-to aid in his war on crime. Also included in his list of tools are the advanced
night vision goggles that form a part of his costume, and the hover scooters he and
Rorschach later ride from Archie's crash site to Veidt's Antarctic base.
Nite Owl's connection to Adrian Veidt is also an important detail in framing
Daniel Dreiberg's intellectual anti-heroic status. Once the full apocalyptic weight of
Veidt's plan is revealed, Dreiberg is the first of the team to rationalize not only the
necessity of the staged attack, but also the importance of maintaining appearances
regarding the attack's supposed extraterrestrial origin. As he says after being confronted
with the full weight ofVeidt's plan, " [h]ow...How can humans make decisions like this?
We're damned if we stay quiet, Earth's damned if we don't. We ... Okay. Okay, count me
in. We say nothing" (Moore W XII.20). Here, Dreiberg recognizes that all of humanity
will suffer should he pursue his original goal of apprehending Veidt. Due to his keen
analytical senses, honed through both institutional and personal education, he sees that
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the only way to create and maintain the peace envisioned by Veidt is to allow hi s attack to
stand unchallenged and unpuni shed. Dreiberg's reasoning is one of the key points that
drives a wedge between his ideology and that of his partner, Rorshach.
Given Rorschach's closed-minded conservative rhetoric demonstrated when he is
first introduced, it is at first difficult to envision him as yet another of Moore's intellectual
anti-heroes. Beneath his gruff exterior, however, lies evidence of deeper thought
processes and possible psychosis. Even his name betrays some depth to his character,
given that it is taken from a widely recognizable ink blot visualization treatment used by
some psychologists. Rorschach is also shown throughout the graphic novel to keep a
fairly detai led journal, even if it is written in sometimes cryptic shorthand.
Rorschach's journal acts as a narrator's voice throughout a great deal of the story,
placing the character himself in the position of relaying certain events entirely from his
perspective. As shall be further demonstrated, Rorshach also records observations about
his colleagues in his journal, revealing rather complex- if flawed, even imbalancedthought processes. Though uneducated and paranoid about the state of the world, there
exists a depth to Rorschach's character that is easy to overlook, due mostly to the fact that
it is easy to judge Rorschach against other, more sensible characters within the graphic
novel.
The first superhero character introduced in Watchmen, Rorschach is characterized
as being utterly merciless in his war on crime. He is shown at several points to care little
for the well-being of the criminals he questions and apprehends, with other characters
discussing an incident where he actually drops a costumed-though otherwise innocentassailant down an elevator shaft (Moore W 1.26). Rorschach's cruelty runs even deeper, as
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he is shown to all but break a man's arm during an inten·ogation (Moore W II .2 1), and to
even grind broken glass into a man's hand to encourage hi s cooperation (Moore W X. l415). These particular examples of sociopathic behavior aside, Rorschach goes further in
recounting his origins to a psychologist whi le imprisoned near the middle of the graphic
novel.
In Figure 4, Rorschach recounts the first time he kills a man suspected of a crime
rather than leave him, battered, for the police to collect (Moore W VI.18-1 9). He had
been tracking the whereabouts of a kidnapped young girl, eventually tracking herthrough his harsh interrogation methods- to a dilapidated house, where he discovers that
she had likely been raped before she was murdered , cut apart, and fed to a pair of German
shepherds. Rorschach recounts to the interviewing psychologist that he underwent a sort
of menta l break during the episode, leaving behind hi s identity as Walter Kovacs and
fully embracing Rorschach as the totality of his being (Moore W VI.21 ).

Figure 4. Rorschach recounts his origins and the first time he kills a man. Copyright DC
Com ics.
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It is curious that Moore constructs Rorschach in such a way, given the nihili st and
atheist slant in the dialog presented in Gibbons's red, yellow, and orange flaming panels
in Figure 4. Earlier in the story, Moore takes pains to build up Rorschach as irrational and
conservative in his own coldly calculating way. A key line in understanding Rorschach's
psychology is provided in the first chapter of Watchmen, in which he journals on his
earlier meeting with Adrian Veidt (Ozymand ias), "[m]eeti ng with Veidt left bad taste in
mouth. He is pampered and decadent, betraying even his own shallow liberal affectations.
Possibly homosexual? Must remember to investigate further" (Moore W I.19). Rorschach
here demonstrates a curious assortment of traits-he is distrusting ofVeidt because of his
wealth and status, believing them to have corrupted him morally, but he also has no
patience for Veidt's differing system of beliefs. Because of these personal differences,
Rorschach is willing to immediately dismiss Veidt as a homosexual, the appellation of
which demonstrates a catch-all term for those of whom Rorschach is suspicious or
distrustful.
The assortment oftraits in Rorschach- from his savagery to his radical and
irrational conservatism-have proven a challenge for critics in properly describing the
character, and have also proven difficult fo r Alan Moore himself in his witnessing the
growth of the character's popularity. While described by some critics as "the key
character and moral barometer of the story," Rorschach has also proven to be a personal
failing for Moore (Reynolds 117). Intended to demonstrate the undesirable characteristics
of the obsessive masked vigilante-crazed, friendless, frightening, and preoccupied to the
point of never bathing or eating properly- Moore never meant for him to be taken
seriously; he feels that "people were getting off on him because he was a tough, scary,
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frightening character that they identified with" (Reynolds 11 7-118). Despite his confusion
at the character's reception, Moore had succeeded at creating in Rorschach an anti-heroa bloody-natured, violent man definitely at odds w ith his society's moral compass with
whom many common American comic book readers- themselves possibly nihilists from
living lifetimes under threat of nuclear fire and street-level violence- could identify as a
symbol of resistance to the status quo of such places as New York City in the 1980s.
Perhaps better suited to Frank Miller's cast of reactionary vigilantes (explored in
the next chapter), Rorschach also stands as a fitting embodiment of the intersection of
late-Cold War era anxieties over the omn ip resent ri sk of nuclear destruction and the daily
concerns of fearful citizens of cities like New York who faced nearly unprecedented
financial instability accompanied by an increase in street-level crimes. As a symbol,
Rorschach represents not only effective violent resistance to street-level crime, his
personal nihilistic convictions embody an apathetic attitude common to New York in the
1980s. With so many living under the constant threat of nuclear annihilation, it is
understandable that Rorschach- completely unconcerned with personal details of
cleanliness and proper nutrition and focusing all of his energies on his vigilante
activiti es- garnered as much popularity as he did, despite Moore's bafflement. Unable to
control the path of national events, Rorschach simply sees to what he can affect through
his relatively small violent actions- certainly a desirable companion to those afraid of the
night's dangers in large urban centers.
The graphic novel's diversity of personal convictions-Rorchach's and the other
super anti-heroes presented in the story- truly builds up the story's central confli ct.
Within the confines of the story, however, Rorschach's lack of faith in a higher authority,
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a sense of doubt shared by many intellectual s of the era including Moore and Miller, tru ly
defines him. From Rorschach's perspective, there is no god present in the universe to
direct man's actions or to save him from the fires of his own making-except, perhaps,
Dr. Manhattan, Moore's intellectual god. In much the same way that Moore constructs V
as an intellectual anti-hero through his espionage and use of information warfare, Dr.
Manhattan is presented as a true intellectual god of the Cold War era--a hyper-intell igent
nuclear physicist. Further, through his actions as a vigilante and as an unstoppable
combatant against America's enemies in Vietnam, Dr. Manhattan also edges toward being
a similar sort of super anti-hero as V, even if the characters' motivations differ.
Dr. Manhattan is one of the easier characters in the graphic novel to characterize
as an intell ectual. Dr. Jon Osterman is granted his government-selected codename of Dr.
Manhattan due to "the ominous associations it will raise in America's enemies" (Moore W
IV. 12). Manhattan's identity as both a nucl ear physicist and as the living embodiment of
atom ic power is tied, tlu·ough his name, to the United States' Manhattan Project (19421946). Along with his identity as a super anti-hero, Dr. Manhattan also represents an
American post-Sputnik (1957) intellectual, given his scientific specializations.
Dr. Manhattan, originally physicist Dr. Jon Osterman, is a victim of the atomic
sciences to which he had devoted his life. Through an unfortunate accident, Osterman is
locked within an atomic particle collider as it prepares to unleash its devastating energies.
Following hi s dissolution within the collider and his forced reconstruction of his
constituent atoms into an approximation of his original human form , Osterman becomes
Dr. Manhattan, the world's first and only true super-powered human being. While already
a scientist of intimidating intellectual abilities, Manhattan 's physical transformation also
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enhances his mental faculties in unquantifiable ways, reiterating his evolution toward
intellectual godhood. With his new physical form came untold powers over the very
fabric of reality, space/time itself, and the subatomic particles present in all matter. It is
through several of Dr. Manhattan's scenes in the graphic novel that the non-linear aspects
of the storyline take root, being as among Manhattan's powers is the ability to experience
time differently from most humans. Such an ability allows Dr. Manhattan an undefined
level of precognition (mostly useless in the story because ofVeidt's tampering), as well
as the ability to effectively live in his own memories, as is demonstrated in the haunting
theme of the photograph throughout Chapter IV beginning, as with the artwork of every
chapter, on the original single issue's cover. Additionally, with these new powers and
near-godhood comes a complete loss of human perspective; where once there were limits,
none now remained- resulting in Dr. Manhattan's complete disconnect from the daily
lives and fears of mortal human beings.
As Laurie Juspeczyk, superheroine Silk Spectre and Dr. Manhattan's longtime
girlfriend, comments upon his disinterest in the world around him, " [t]he way he looks at
things, like he can't remember what they are and doesn't particularly care ... This world,
the real world, to him it's like walking through mist, and all the people are like

shadows ... " (Moore, W III. 9). Here, Dr. Manhattan fulfills differently from his comrades
the anti-heroic criterion of a self-absorbed moral code. While he is expected to care about
others and possess a superhuman sense of ethics to accompany hi s superhuman scientific
intellect, he is largely defined by his apathy. Manhattan's sense of apathy extends across
all of his relationships and even his loyalties.
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Despite Dr. Manhattan's loyalty to the United States government-for lack of a
definitive reason not to be-he is still viewed with trepidation by his closest colleagues,
due perhaps to the incalculable, and therefore threatening, nature of his intellect. Along
with the Silk Spectre's pronouncement, a similar scene is presented between Dr.
Manhattan and the Comedian (Edward Blake) during their time together in Vietnam,
where Blake accuses Manhattan of"driftin' outta touch" when he takes no interest in the
simple- for him- act of saving human lives during the war (Moore W II.l4-1 5). It is Dr.
Manhattan's apathetic nature that effectively sets him up as a necessary roadblock in the
paths of his fellow superheroes, and it is also what classifies him as an anti-hero by
Rollin's definition, being as his moral stance of apathy irreparably separates Dr.
Manhattan from the human society within which he resides (xvii). Manhattan's
superhuman inte llectuali sm may be taken too far, being as he cares more for his research
into the mysteries of the physical universe than for any responsibilities for saving or
improving human lives.
If Rorschach's nihilism and atheism form the moral compass of the graphic novel,
as Richard Reynolds contends, then hi s beliefs are necessarily opposed by the very
existence of Dr. Manhattan. Dr. Manhattan's apathy and nuclear-derived, immeasurable
power are representative of the very notion of godhood within the graphic novel, made
abundantly clear in the blind adoration of the esteemed doctor's followers within the
United States government. These devout officials are dependent upon Manhattan's
loyalties to keep the Soviet Union in check, lest the Cold War deteriorate into a worldending nuclear confli ct. Characters such as Rorschach, caring little for global or national
events and concerned simply with what goes on within their immediate vicinity, are
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content to leave so much defense in the hands of one being without putting too much
thought into the reality of events. In his apathy, Dr. Manhattan simply prolongs the Cold
War by his very existence; it is within hi s immense power to completely neuter both the
United States and the Soviet Union of their nuclear weapons. What does interest him,
however, is his constant study of the physical sciences at a great remove from other
human beings. At several points tlu·oughout the graphic novel, Dr. Manhattan is shown to
spearhead great advancements in technology- fully electric cars, safe and pollution-free
airships, etc,-decades ahead of when they were even barely conceivable in reality.
Because of these advancements, coupled with his role of living shield against nuclear
catastrophe, humanity risks becoming wholly dependent upon Dr. Manhattan, stifling the
species' intrinsic drive to improve and advance itself.
The imagery of Dr. Manhattan as apathetic but omnipresent god-figure is not lost
in the story of the graphic novel itself, as is shown in the large panel of Figure 5 (adding
emphasis by taking up what is normally a third of Moore and Dave Gibbons's nine-panel
layout in Watchmen) , one of Dr. Manhattan's final appearances before he leaves humanity
to its own devices. Gibbons's panels demonstrate a great deal of intentional Clu·ist
imagery, as Dr. Manhattan passes tlu·ough solid matter, treads upon vertical surfaces, and
even walks on water unimpeded (Moore W XII.24-26). Manhattan's final moments in the
story are pertinent to him, Rorshach, and Ozymandias for manifold reasons.
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Figure 5. Dr. Manhattan walks on water. Copyri ght DC Comics.
For Rorschach, it is the end of his life. Unw illing to compromise his own
conflicted belief system to go along with Ozymandias's master plan for world peace,
Rorschach's body is obliterated in a final confrontation with Dr. Manhattan on the
Antarctic snows. In his narrow and conservative considerations of justice, order, and
necessity, Rorschach sets himself up as a fi gurative stand-in for the old order that is
pushed aside by Ozymandias. Further, Rorschach's reactionary response can be seen as
having the potential to unmake everything so many New Yorkers die for in the graphic
novel's climax. Regardless, the last panels of the story reveal that his j ournal may soon be
publi shed, outing Ozymandias's involvement in the tragic, though arguably necessary,
events (Moore W XII. 32).
Rorschach's death at Dr. Manhattan's hands is a rare moment in the graphic novel
when the latter is shown to care for the continued livelihood of the majority of the human
species. Knowing full well that Rorschach's revelations of the truth behind the
devastating attack on New York will unravel the delicate peace already forming between
the United States and the Soviet Union and likely result in protracted hostilities,
Manhattan performs one final, definiti ve act before leaving the earth behind forever. It is
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a curious moment to see a god laid low by the machinations of a human mind, but that is
precisely what Ozymandias accomplishes in hi s own attacks upon Dr. Manhattan's
personal life that remove him from the equation long enough to bring the full weight of
hi s plan to bear.
The attack that begins at the end of Chapter XI of Watchmen is the resul t ofyears
of careful planning and building on the part of Adrian Veidt, also called Ozymandias
(Moore W X I.28). The simple event illustrated in these panels (see Figure 6) is no Jess
powerful for its simplicity; the blinding white light joins the gutters separating the panels
to produce a moment of sensory overload tied with the surety of absolute destruction.
Two men, fo rmer strangers though both are named Bernard (perhaps an allusion to the
case of Bernard Goetz in 1984-1985, referenced in the next chapter)- one white and one
black; one young and one old-seek each other out and embrace as the wave of psychic
annihilation washes over them. Here, old hatreds and apathies are forgotten as death
descends upon New York City. Ozymandias's plan is successful even as it catalyzes.
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Figure 6. Bernard and Bernard embrace during the attack on New York City. Copyri ght
DC Comics.
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Ozymandias's schemes-despite their omnipresence in guiding the graphic
novel's story and tirelessly investigated by his fellow retired superheroes-only come to
fruition in the story's climax. For all the apparent barbarism present in Veidt's actionsconsidering the sudden murder of millions of New Yorkers--the attack, its resulting
peace, and the beliefs surrounding its genesis form the core of Alan Moore's thesis. The
greatest and most justifiable act of destruction in the story is committed by the man who
also becomes the story's most visible intellectual anti-hero- Adrian Veidt.
Veidt is characterized from early on as a specimen of barely attainable human
perfection. A self-made billionaire and possessed of nearly superhuman physicality, Veidt,
in his role as Ozymandias, is revered as the "world's smartest man" (Moore W 1.17).
Possessed of a superior intellect, Veidt realizes that the inevitable result on the path of
current world events is, at the most extreme end, the complete annihilation of the human
species. At the very least, humanity faces an era of hopeless stagnation in its dependence
upon Dr. Manhattan.
As Veidt states in an interview appended to Chapter XI of Watchmen,
Futurology interests me perhaps more than any other subject, and as such I
devote a great deal of time to its study. Even so, technology is progressing
at an ever-accelerating pace, and by early next century I would hesitate to
predict any limitations upon what we might be capable of. I would say
without hesitation that a new world is within our grasp, filled with
unimaginable experiences and possibilities, if only we want it badly
enough. Not a utopia ... I don't believe that any species could continue to
grow and keep from stagnation without some adversity.. . but a society with
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a more human basis, where the problems that beset us are at least new
problems. (Moore W XI.31)
Veidt, speaking as an advocate of humanity's continued evolution, describes a world that
requires conflict to continue and thrive. However, he sees the presence of an easing factor
in human development, namely Dr. Manhattan, as a barrier to true human potential.
Though his mere existence showcases the limitless nature all humans should strive
toward, Osterman also cripples humanity's drive to improve itself because of the
accelerated advances in science and teclmology that he has provided for it. The key, then,
would be to establish a world freed from the limiting factors of Dr. Manhattan's presence
and to also establish common cause within the entire human species without the
possibility for mutually destructive warfare.
Veidt, along with a hand-picked cadre of fellow intellectuals-namely, scientists,
writers, and artists-develops a solution to the hopeless Cold War between the world's
two national superpowers. As these thinkers disappear tlu·oughout the world- largely
unnoticed by a human population focused upon the mounting tensions between the
United States and Soviet Union-- one of the more outlandish, though still poignant,
elements of Watchmen is brought to fruition. Veidt's assembled intellectuals create a
massive psychic squid.
The beast's nature is described by Veidt's writers, its form designed by his artists,
and its body is cloned from several constituent parts by his team of scientists (Moore W
VIII.ll ). The goal is, once Dr. Manhattan is removed from the situation, to complete the
project and eliminate all those associated with it in order to protect the secret (Moore W
X. l ?-1 8). The beast would then be teleported to one ofVeidt's subsidiary companies-
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The Institute for Extraspatial Studies- in the heart of New York City, where it wou ld
release a psychic death-knell , killing millions. The location of the attack, coupled with
the number of American casualties, would shock the United States and Soviet Union into
a period of shared defense against an unknown alien threat. By sacrificing a few million
innocents, Adrian Veidt had, effectively, saved the world from a certain nuclear holocaust.
Veidt, a vegetarian and compassionate humanitarian, sacrificed hi s own moral standard s
for the greater good of the entire human species. By committing an act of murderarguably, a sort of genocide- Veidt spared untold billions of human beings from death.
Further, he also ended the lives of the intellectuals who aided him in completing his plan.
For committing murder on an unfathomable scale in the name of safeguarding humanity's
future, Veidt carries the anti-hero concept further than any other character in Watchmen.
He becomes a superhero who is willing to take immense numbers of lives in order to
protect even greater numbers- a parallel of the mutually assured nuclear destruction in
which the United States and Soviet Union invested their resources.
Conclusion
The layered transformations present in V for Vendetta and the disruptive salvation
found at the hands of Ozymandias in Watchmen constitute different facets of Alan
Moore's common thesis present in both graphic novels. The thesis, that survival of the
Cold War and its many possible outcomes is found through intellectual resistance to the
socio-politi cal status quo, is defended through eerily similar- and horrifically violentmeans in both stories. V instigates a revolution, chooses a successor, and allows himself
to be killed in order to remove himself from becoming a tlu·eat to the brighter future that
would result from the bloody violence that grips London on the evening of November 5,
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1998. Similarly, Ozymandias and Dr. Manhattan remove all threats of Ozymandias's plan
becoming common knowledge, ensuring the continued survival of the human species.
In both of these scenarios, it is the role of intellectuals- V and Ozymandias's
cadre- to give shape to a better future and to die before they can see its fulfillment.
Perhaps, then, in Moore's work, intellectuals become the ultimate anti-heroes. Only the
most forward thinking individuals could move humanity beyond the certain destruction
found in events such as a hopelessly escalating Cold War, but they can never be satisfied
in a world free of such problems to solve. Or, perhaps more accurately, they recognize
that they possess no place in guiding succeeding generations in solving their own unique
problems . The world grows and changes, and superheroes- or super anti-heroes--will
continue to grow and change with it in order to remain socially relevant.
Through his building up of super anti-heroes into intellectuals, Moore creates
beings capable of shaping and guiding Anglo-American society away from the
catastrophically destructive possibilities of the Cold War. Despite the bloody means used
to reach the brighter ends ofV's revolution or Ozymandias's deception, the alternatives
are presented as being far worse. Further, Moore offers up his graphic novels as examples
of the sorts of actions that intellectuals- as real-life anti-heroes and shapers of culturemight have to undertake to safeguard their societies from the constant threats of
annihilation or fearful repression. In such a way, the anti-hero becomes not only an idea
or theme in art and popular culture, but a role in reality that must be filled by those
worthy of it.
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CHAPTER III
FRANK MILLER'S REINVENTED ANTI-HEROES
Along with Alan Moore, Frank Miller (b. 1957) is one of the progenitors of the
dark, anti-heroic turns taken in superhero stories during the 1980s. Hailing from a
working-class background in Vermont, Mill er romanticized the idea of living and
working in New York City, home of the United States' two great comics publishing
empires·- Marvel and DC. Unknown to Miller in hi s youth, the city experienced an
economic crisis beginning in 1965 that lasted until 1977. The resulting financial
difficulties of the city led to increases in many petty street-level crimes. Miller's sense of
the dangerous and economically depressed real ity in New York City would provide much
of the creative energy that would lead to such graphic novels as Batman: The Dark

Knight Returns and Daredevil: Born Again- both texts in which the decaying and
corrupted urban center stands as both a mute character and a catalyst for the anti-heroic
actions of their protagonists.
Mi ller is an unusual success story in the comic book industry, and his success
paved the way for his central role in the process of reinvention and deconstruction that
took 1980s comics by storm. Miller first entered comic book culture as the penci ller on
Marvel's struggling Daredevil title, a book he would later go on to both write and pencil.
The act of penciling in comics refers to the initial rough drawings of the books
themselves, which are later traced and fill ed by an inker and painter- normally different
individuals-to render the fini shed product. It is not unusual in mainstream comic books
for a single story to be the result of the collaborative energies of half a dozen or more
people, each with a designated task in the creative process. Being one of the few creators
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in mainstream comics culture to do both his own writing and penciling, Miller's work for
the most part exudes a harmony of components not always found in other graphic works.
Alan Moore does not perform his own penciling, so much more of Miller's work is fully
his own. For example, whereas Moore is seen as the sole creative drive behind a work
such as V for Vendetta, he shares credit for character designs and the book's overall
aesthetic with artist David Lloyd. Many of Miller's later works, such as 300 (1998) and

Batman: The Dark Knight Strikes Again (200 1-2002), are almost entirely his own full
creations, though often finished with the painting of his ex-wife, Lynn Varley. Given the
unity of individual parts granted by having a single person creating each piece of a
finished graphic work, Miller's comics are oftentimes fully committed to expressing an
encapsulated set of ideas, as can be seen in his numerous stories involving Daredevil.
Despite the acclaim of his first run on Marvel's Daredevil, Miller truly garnered
attention for himself with his original graphic novel Ronin (1983-1984), published by DC
Comics. The attention he gained would later give DC cause to entrust Miller with his first
run on Batman, a project that would become The Dark Knight Returns later in the decade.
In fact, Ronin also embodies many of the late Cold War anxieties experienced by Miller
and given their loudest voice in Dark Knight. The story of a sixteenth-century samurai
reborn into a twenty-first-century New York City, which has been turned into a giant
weapons factory to combat the Soviet Union, Ronin becomes one of the first vehicles to
express Miller's disappointment with New York City.
As he did with the sword-slinging titular Ronin, Miller positions his work in the
1980s as a thought experiment on how to combat the era's socio-political struggles using
comic book heroes- campy heroes that had, by the 1980s, become laughably impotent in
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the face of real world horrors and crimes. Mi ller's reinventi on of established characters
into super anti-heroes hits full stride with both Batman in The Dark Knighl Relurns and
Daredevil, a character who only underwent ful l reinvention in 1987's Born Again
storyline. In both graphic novels, the protagonists are forced to recover from broken
existences to face down both crime and political corruption in order to be fully reborn as
anti-heroes. Tlu·ough his strategy, Miller reinvents Bruce Wayne (Batman) and Matt
Murdock (Daredevil) as exemplars of his own political ideologies and as possible
solutions to the socio-political problems faced by the United States in the waning years of
the Cold War.
New York City in the Cold War
The dire economic realities faced by New York City across three decades (from
the mid-1960s tlu·ough the mid-1980s) directly influenced Frank Miller's choices in how
he presented the New York of Daredevil and the Gotham City of Batman, which has
always been a sort of dark analog to the real-world metropolis. Spa1ming 1965 through
1977, New York experienced two severe economic recessions in one decade, culminating
in a nearly catastrophic nadir in 1975 (Lachman 2). Mayor Abe Beame held the office
when the worst of the recession was felt, and he famo usly mishandled the financial crisis
through large-scale budgetary cutbacks that resu lted in mass lay-offs . Some of the hardest
hit professions in these lay-offs were, unfortunately, the city's police and fire
departments- many members of which created and distributed the infamous "Fear City"
pamphlets, designed to frighten touri sts away from the now supposedly lawless and
unprotected city (Greenberg 133-1 36).
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The dire situation in

ew York began to turn around in the late 1970s due to an

unusual blending of ideologies from different political offices. With the election of a
liberal governor, Hugh Carey, in 1974 and a conservative mayor, Ed Koch, in 1977, two
mostly independent processes were jump-started to halt any further decline in New York
City's economic situation (Mollenkopf 105- 107, Lachman 75-77). With Carey pleading
with the federal government for a bailout of the nation's fi nancial center and Koch
making less destructive budgetary cuts to the city whi le appeasing his wealthy
constituents, the situation turned around, spari ng the United States a complete breakdown
of its markets. However, recovery was slowest in the poorer sections of New York, such
as the Lower East Side and Hell's Kitchen, and much of the city still faced hardships well
into Ed Koch's later terms in the late 1980s (Codella xiii-xiv). It is Koch 's version ofNew
York-struggling to right itself and a ghost of its former glory- to which Frank Miller
moved in 1976 (Irving par. 13).
Many residents living in New York City in the1970s and 1980s were possessed of
a very particular sort of observable combative attitude, one in which violence was
expected at every turn-an atmosphere that would give rise not only to Miller's versions
of Batman and Daredevil, but also Moore's nihi list vigilante Rorschach (explored in the
previous chapter). For example, in the case of Bernard Goetz on December 22, 1984, a
white man-expecting a mugging--opened fire on four young black men on a subway
car, and few citizens openly vocalized much shock at the event, again reiterating the traits
that made Rorschach of Watchmen so popular (DuBose 919). Public opinion was so
strongly with Goetz that he was acquitted of the crime when his case came to trial in
1987 (9 19). Such events were not unique, as shown in an anonymous letter to the editor
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of the New York Times dated October 15, 1981 , in which an elderly white man writes of
the utter lack of justice he and his wife felt when their young mugger was punished w ith
three years of probation rather than with jail time (London 129-130). Had the case been
as sensationalized as that of Bernard Goetz, perhaps other courses of action might have
been taken . These events may simply have been the ravings of a handful of terrified
peop le- Miller's own similar experiences may complicate the point-though such fears
and expectations of violence also found their way early on into popular culture through
such films as Dirty Harry (1971) and Death Wish (I 974).
Miller approaches many of the social issues facing New York City in the 1980s in
an exaggerated fashion. While it is ce1tainly true that the situation in the city was, for a
variety of reasons, dangerous and in need of definitive solutions, Miller reacts with
hyperbole in his 1980s work, which was mostly inspired by his own negative experiences
in New York. However, regardless of any underlying issues that might be at play in
Miller's socio-political leanings, his attitude is merely an extreme form of one common
throughout the city in the 1980s.
I argue that the combative attitude described in Miller's writings and evidenced by
the cases of Goetz and the anonymous writer of the New York Times piece was a
symptom of late Cold War anxieties. The fear of nuclear annihilation exacerbated these
anxieties by presenting New Yorkers with a potentially apocalyptic international crisis as
uncontrollable by them as the economic crisis ravaging their city. References to such a
fate had even worked themselves into the simplest pop music of the era, such as in
Alphaville's popular song "Forever Young." It is arguable that living with the Cold War's
potential to transform into a world-ending conflict, coupled with the unprecedented
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economic troubles faced by the city throughout the era, transformed New York into a
dark, violent place filled with the nihili stic perceptions of hopelessness and corruptionperceptions played out through and reaffirmed by such common street-level crimes as
muggings (Berger par. 7). It is also arguable that these crimes were given an
exaggerated- though perhaps justifiable- level of expression in the works of artists such
as Frank Miller, who sought to draw attention to such crimes and cast blame for their
mishandling.
I contend that Miller's combative attitude, coupled with his traumatic mugging
experience on the streets of New York, is the source of his hyperbolic presentation of
New York City as a lawless wasteland controlled by hopelessly corrupt authority
figures- accusations he can-ies as high into the federal government as he possibly can in
his work. Miller is not alone in his assertions that not enough is done to control the cri me
running rampant throughout the city. The cases of Bernard Goetz and the anonymous
victims wri ting letters to the New York Times indicate a larger problem.
Miller's Politics and Past as a Lens
Fel low comic book writer Grant Morrison remarks in his book of superhero
criti cism Supergods (20 11) that Frank Miller used the rage of a violent mugging in New
York in the early 1980s to carry him through his writing of Dark Knight (Morrison 195).
Miller himself states in a 1985 interview that many people in New York City had taken to
carrying extra cash on them in public in order to bribe muggers not to murder them
(Thompson 33). Therefore, it is no coincidence that many of Miller's antagonists take the
form of gang members or the puppets and leaders of organized crime. Many of these
villains, such as the Mutant Gang of Dark Knight and the Kingpin of Crime of several
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Daredevil stories, are also shown to be receiving hi ghl y placed military support in their
endeavors. Much of the govenm1ent involvement is contrived to articulate M iller's own
dissatisfaction with the methods of the era's authority fi gures, as I discuss below.
As with Alan Moore's work, much of Miller's writing is highly politicized and
aimed at critiquing the conservative leadership of the day. Miller himself has stated on
several occasions that he holds to a "liberal hawk" poli tical philosophy (Groth 115). A
liberal hawk is someone who possesses a socially liberal sensibility, but who also
espouses a strongly interventioni st slant with regards to the United States government and
military. Mill er 's position has gained more specific forms of expression in his post-9/1 1
work, though it is also quite evident in his work commenting on the late Cold War era,
which I show. According to interviewer Larry Rodman, much of Miller's frustration with
the politicians of his day, up to and including the Reagan Administration, is not that they
over-stepped their bound s, but that they did not go far enough in eliminating threats to the
citizens of the Uni ted States ("New B lood" 124-125). For Miller in the 1980s, these
tlu-eats included the daily occurrences of horrendous crimes visited upon one another by
individual human beings on the streets of New York City, an issue he seeks to remedy by
providing examp les of strength in the face of violence and adversity in the forms of
Batman and Daredevil.
I argue that Miller's hyperbolic presentations of decaying urban centers, the super
anti-heroes who attempt to clean them up, and the corrupt authority fi gures working to
undermine the protagonists' aims all emerge from the uncertain and often combative
conditions of New York City during the waning years of the Cold War. Foremost, I
contend that Miller offers super anti-heroes who act as instructive authority fi gures of a
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past age and who teach others acceptable forms of violent resistance to the status quo of
1980s New York as a response to these cond itions. Further, Miller displays his own
enraged attitude in his work by casting blame for a Jack of viable solutions to the smallest
street-level crimes upon the highest authorities possible- such as the Ronald Reagan
caricature of Dark Knight. Close readings of the elements of Miller's reinventions of
Batman and Daredevil as anti-heroes, as well as the other characters in their stories they
teach by example and the sources of authority that they oppose, reveal the precise nature
of the attitude particular to New York City in the 1980s.
The Themes, Strategies, and Methodologies ofthe Texts
Miller often demonstrates a greater awareness of alternative media not usually
seen in the graphic novels of the late Cold War period. Much like David Cronenberg in
his cult film Videodrome (1983 ), Miller also comments on the roles of television and
media over-saturation in the 1980s. In Eisner/Miller (2005), a published series of
conversations between Miller and com ics forefath er Will Eisner, Miller comments on the
fact that he developed The Dark Knight's signature 16-panellayout in order to better
faci litate the illusion of television screens and constantly flipping through various
channels (Brownstein 87-88). A secondary confl ict within the graphic novel stems from
the inflammatory and often senseless role of the media in building up Batman as a threat
rather than as a potential savior.
In the case of Miller's work in reshaping hi s characters into super anti-heroes, he
places greater emphasis on Batman's potential for psychosis in addition to hi s now
advanced age, while more weight is placed upon Matt Murdock's very humanity as he is
separated from his Daredevil identity and his sanity begins to sag under the weight of his
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strenuous experiences at the hands of crime kingpin Wilson Fisk. Additionally, though
greater amounts of violent content were common across the board in the comics
published in the 1980s, Frank Miller certainly made violence an integral part of his
stories, often presenting it as the only logical solution to the street-level crimes he was
seeking to expose through his work. Miller's versions of superheroes as the logical
teachers of violent resistance to the masses are not on ly effective within their own stories,
but cany significance through their dissem ination to untold numbers of readers through
the graphic novel medium.

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns ( 1986) is perhaps the most widely acclaimed
storyline featuring the titular character. It is set roughly a decade after Bruce Wayne
retires from his role as Batman in a stagnant future in which the Soviet Union never
co ll apsed and the Cold War constantly threatens to turn hot. Wayne hints that his decision
to retire comes in response to the murder of Jason Todd , the second boy to serve as
Robin, at the hands of the Joker-an event that convinces Wayne he has very little real
power in preventing crime and the loss of human life in Gotham City. Following his
exposure to Gotham's media, completely saturated with stories of horrific crimes, Wayne
appears to experience some sort of psychotic break (Miller DKR 1. 14), returning to the
streets as an older, much more violent Batman. Through numerous battl es with old
enemies and the nihilistic sensibilities of a new generation, Batman seeks to repair
Gotham City and set it free from the powerful criminals and pandering politicians that are
destroying it. Miller shows the character as not on ly a champion of violent order, but also
an instructor and example to those similarly seeking order, justice, and direction.
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Though it is similar to Dark Knight on many counts, Daredevil: Born Again
(1987) involves fairly different strategies in conveying Miller's ideas of reinvention and
instruction. The scope of the story seems narrower, focusing on a believable cast of
characters attempting to carry out their lives in the New York City of the mid-1980s.
Though Born Again is not as obvious in its use of Cold War imagery as Dark Knight, it
also has its share of corrupt authority figures and pandering politicians, most often
embodied in and connected to Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin of Crime. The graphic novel's
story follows the complete destruction of Matt Murdock's life at the hands of Fisk, his
sometime wickedly intelligent archenemy. Whereas Dark Knight focuses on Batman's
crusade to clean up an entire city, Born Again has a much smaller focu s: Murdock's
attempting to piece his life back together, with periodic juxtapositions to the points of
view of his closest friends and allies, all of whom demonstrate varying levels of learned
vigilante behavior as they are forced to live without the broken Daredevil's protection.
However, as an artifact of the late Cold War period, the graphic novel also focuses on the
United States' government's clandestine operations in Third World nations across the
planet to contain the further spread of communism fo llowing the Vietnam conflict. It is
through such a focus that Miller introduces the story's secondary antagonist, Nuke, whom
Miller establishes as a sort of antithesis to Marvel's Captain America. Both of these
characters enter the story in its final act through a protracted street battle, which reflects
the intersection of street-level and Cold War anxieties.
Miller's work from the 1980s runs rampant with street-level crime, an upsurge of
which in reality was a result of the economic strife of the era. Additionally, many of the
perpetrators of these crimes in Miller's graphic novels- most especially The Dark Knight
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Returns- are directionless or corrupted youth at odds with the older, established authority
figures of the Cold War. Miller's experiments in reinventing Batman and Daredevil into
super anti-heroes involve setting up these protagonists not only as adversaries for these
criminals, but as models for surviving the violent and uncertain 1980s for both the
criminals and their victims. As shown most strongly in Dark Knight, many directionless
youth flock to the older authority figure-such as Batman-and adopt his philosophies
and tactics.
Mill er effectively sets up hi s anti-heroes as authority figures of the Cold War,
hearkening fro m the cultural conflict's beginnings in the decade after World War II.
Miller also reverts his protagonists to the initi al state of their creation through his
reinventi ons. Batman (created in 193 8) and Daredevil (created in 1964) therefore stand as
fi gures born or created in previous eras who carry the wisdom of age and experience into
the 1980s. Further, other older, established characters of the Batman's mythology and of
Daredevil's shared Marvel universe- James Gordon and Captain America, respectivelyare featured in Miller's stories.
Captain America (created in 1941 long before Marvel comics existed as an
independent company) and the now elderly police commissioner James Gordon (created
in I 938 and featured in the first Batman story before Bruce Wayne himself) act as even
older and more experienced authority figures than the main protagonists of their
respective stories. Both are shown to lament the passage of time- and of something lost
in its passage- and to be seen as relics of some by-gone era. Considerations of these
characters and of their relationships to the antagonists of their respective stories will shed
more light on these graphic novels as Cold War texts.
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Characters such as Batman and Captain America predate the Cold War and
actually emerged during the Second World War (1939-1 945). Further, the 1980s were
largely a time of turning to older generations for guidance out of the decade's hardshipsRonald Reagan was elected president in 1982 at the age of 72 and a similarly aged James
Gordon is set up as one of the leaders of Gotham City in Miller's Dark Knight. Miller
also presents characters from previous generations, such as Captain America, who speak
out and act against such corrupt authority figures as Wilson Fisk who profit from the
military and financial instability of the 1980s.
" ... and everything my mother was struck the pavement in a bloody wad. .." :
Batman Takes Back the Streets in The Dark Knight Returns
By the middle of the 1980s, most public conceptions of Batman as a character
were colored by the 1960s Batman television series starring Adam West and Burt Ward as
Batman and Robin. Regardless of any actual advances in the structure or maturity of its
story or characters, Batman as a comics title remained weighed down beneath the burden
of West's camp for decades after the series' cancellation. It fell to a handful of wri ters and
artists, especially Miller, to invest older characters such as Batman with the darker, more
violent, and overall more human traits that, coupled with a social need to see believable
anti-heroes at work in comics (Moore ii-iii), would reinvent the entire superhero genre of
graphic literature.
Combined with the greater social relevance brought to the Batman title by Miller
with The Dark Knight Returns, Miller's initial strategy in reinventing the character as an
anti-hero is best seen as an effort to lend a level of human believability to the comic
(Rolli n xvi-xvii). Where Bruce Wayne is traditionally presented as being young and at the
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absolute peak of possible human fitness, Miller chooses to structure his narrative around
a much older and somewhat infirm version of the character. These moments of human
frailty aid in securing The Dark Knight Returns as an example of Miller's proposed
political solutions; the mortal and imperfect teacher's lessons hold greater meaning
because they can be more readily absorbed and enacted by students who are just as
common and mortal. By advancing Wayne's age and introducing previously unheard-of
weaknesses to the character, Miller is effectively setting up Batman as an older and
somewhat more believable authority figure for his other characters to fo llow.
Bruce Wayne is reminded of his advancing age from the very beginning of The

Dark Knight Returns. Following a drink with his longtime friend and ally, police
commissioner James Gordon, Wayne decides to take an admittedly dangerous nighttime
stroll through the location where Batman was originally born- the aptly named Crime
Alley, where Wayne's parents were murdered before hi s eyes four decades earlier (Miller

DKR 1.4-6). A chance encounter here w ith a couple of teenaged members of the Mutant
Gang-a recurring faction of disillusioned and directionless youth- is the key event that
reveals to Wayne how out of touch w ith his city he truly is. All that is required to p ush
him past the limits of what his sensibilities can endure is a single viewing of the evening
news, which is saturated with tales of all manner of horrific crimes (Miller DKR 1.14-18).
Such a viewing of the evening news- even if exaggerated- may not have been such an
unfamiliar concept to the citizens of New York City from whom Miller drew inspiration.
The media over-saturation succeeds in turn ing Wayne's mind toward donning the cape
and cowl and once again waging his one-man war against crime in Gotham City. By once
more assuming the mantle ofthe Batman, a past symbol of justice, Wayne sets himselfup
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as a revivified symbol of order, justice, and resistance whose presence will continually
grow in the minds of Gotham's criminals and disi llusioned youth.
Following his return to vigilantism, Batman is also shown at several points- at
personal cost-to no longer be at his physical fighting peak from previous decades. Early
in the graphic novel, Batman's return is shown to re-invigorate some of his former foesnamely Harvey Dent (Two-Face) and the Joker- and inspire them to return to lives of
crime that had been left behind years earlier. While pursuing some ofTwo-Face's
henchmen, Batman is shown to quite easily return to his former life of scaling buildings
on grappling hooks, though he is now " [o]ld enough to need [his] legs to climb a rope ...
(Miller DKR 1.29). The emphasis that Batman places on the word " legs" in his thoughts
reveals the lack of belief he possesses in how he has aged and grown weaker from lack of
using his great strength. It is as though Batman, the mythic figure, were so secure in his
own immortality and invincibility that he never even foresaw the possibility that he might
one day grow older and incapable of performing tasks that came easily to him in his
youth. By stripping away Batman's certainty in his own abilities, Miller rebuilds the
character as a more believable human being, following the destruction of the character
through trauma and retirement years earlier. Though the simple, silhouetted panel of
Batman's difficult climb- one of eight on the page- stands as the beginning of his
humbling reminder of his mortality, it is far from the most dramatic or poignant within
the story.
Later, Batman experiences one of his most harrowing brushes with his own
mortality in his first fight with the leader of the Mutant Gang. Following a brief
revelation that a United States Army general- another emblem of Miller's cynical
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attitude toward authority in the 1980s- is secretl y providing the Mutants with advanced
weapons (Miller DKR 2.14-15), Batman decides to take his war straight to the gang's
meeting place in Gotham City's dumps (Miller DKR 2.16- 17). During his attack, he is
challenged to personal combat by the gang's leader (Miller DKR 2.20-21 ). Assuming that
his past mastery of physical combat will see him through the fight, Batman immediately
acquiesces, only to be horrifically injured by the younger, stronger man- the final ,
painful lesson that the city is no longer the Gotham of his youth, and that he has, without
doubt, grown old. Much like Miller's own naive conception ofNew York City, Gotham
has apparently moved beyond the need for such an outdated concept as Batman- the
chaotic symbol of the Mutants has replaced him. Here, Batman is rescued by his first
hopeful convert among Gotham's youth, the teenaged Carrie Kelley-the new selfdesignated Robin (Miller DKR 2 .26-27).
At first glance, the new Robin would seem to hold more in common with the
similarly aged members of the Mutant Gang than with someone like Batman, a relic of a
past generation's sensibilities. Carrie is shown to come from an unguided background,
with parents who are more content to spend their days getting high than seeing to her
well-being (Miller DKR 1.4). Much like the Mutants, Carrie is an example ofthe
directionless youth Miller inserts throughout the graphic novel. However, instead of
choosing the path of destruction and chaos espoused by the Mutants' leader, Carrie
chooses to aspire to a higher moral code that is represented by Batman's past battles
against crime. She actively seeks him out for guidance, ultimately rescuing him in his
time of greatest need. In a sense, Carrie is Miller's hope for the young Americans of the
1980s, since she actively seeks to maintain order and justice. By allying herself with
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Batman and hi s cause, she is taking on the proactive path of actively cleaning up the
United States' crime and corruption.
Though she is the first of the nanative's youth to seek out Batman for guidance
and teaching, many others follow Carrie Kelley in turning to the elderly authority fi gure.
Following a rematch with the Mutant leader in which Batman relies on his cunning to
make up for his opponent's inexperience and overwhelming physical superiority, the
Mutant Gang, for the most part, disbands (Miller DKR 2.47). Immediately following in
the next panel, a number of Mutants are shown to have splintered into a new gang cal ling
themselves the Sons of the Batman. Many of the former Mutants seem to have attached
themselves to other gangs-other philosophies-including that of the Batman's archnemesis the Joker, an agent of chaos whom Miller constructs as a force of destruction set
in opposition to the titular anti-hero .
Much of Miller's awareness of the 1980s is wrapped up in a duality of
misguided-or ungu ided-youth and the havoc they play in an analog of a socio-political
system that Mi ller already sees as intrinsically weak. The former Mutant Gang members
become agents of chaos, most especially those who claim common purpose with Batman.
Purposefully choosing an extremist interpretation of Batman's actions, the Sons of the
Batman battle crime around Gotham City with lethal violence, demonstrating no qualms
with severely injuring, dismembering, or murdering criminals. Further, the gang reaches a
new extreme in its war as its members also maim crime victims and innocent bystanders
they do not believe resisted individual crimes strongly enough-such as the convenience
store clerk whose fingers were cut off by a Batman gang member for not putting up
enough of a fi ght against several armed robbers (Miller DKR 4.9-1 0). Though
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misappropriation of a powerful symbol fits into the characterization of these cynical and
disillusioned youth, Batman prevents further damages by taking more direct actions in
guiding his assorted flock.
The Sons of the Batman, though seeking guidance, are still products of their era.
These misguided disciples of the Batman pose a problem for him on several fronts
throughout the course of the remainder of the graphic novel. The actions of the Sons of
the Batman trigger a public debate over the righteousness of Batman's cause, with
detractors viewing Batman's greater influence in a negative light because of these
apparent copycats of his personal mission, effectively judging the movement's leader by
the actions of wayward followers. The public forum element of the story furthers M iller's
own mission in casting a negative light on the political authorities of the mid-1980s,
whom he characterizes in his work as being far more capable at casting blame for societal
problems than solving them. While it can be seen as contradictory to Miller's building up
of Batman as an exemplar of the correct form of guided, harsh vigilantism, the public's
handling of Batman best exempl ifies Miller's personal issues with the political authorities
of the 1980s.
As it becomes increasingly difficult to ignore Batman's violent actions, those
among the common citizens of Gotham City who are opposed to him demand some sort
of intervention in his actions from elected officials. Miller here presents the mayor of
Gotham as a timid weakling incapable of making hard choices and enforcing them,
constantly declaring, " I'm still pooling opinions. I'm still pooling opinions" when
confronted by the media as to hi s position on Batman (Miller DKR 2.5). Further, the
Ronald Reagan analog present in the story as the President of the United States also fears
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public outrage, at once describing Batman as some sort of noble " bronco" who is also
dangerous because he "gets the other horses crazy," while lamenting that at another time
in the nation's history he would "give him a medal" (Miller DKR 2.28). While Batman
acts as a representative-a symbol- of a subj ectively better, lost time in the history of the
United States, he still stands as a threat to the contemporary status quo. Though he may
respect what Batman stands for and is most assuredly accompli shing, the president is
fearful enough of his constituents to do what is demanded by public opinion rather than
what he sees as right. In the greater Cold War symbolism of the graphic novel, Miller's
conception of his caricature of Reagan fa lls in line with his view of contemporary
authority figures having little actual power in shaping national events or safeguarding the
common good- after all, if Batman is such a powerful threat, he should be given more
attention and be dealt with more swiftly than he has been. Miller offers Batman's
proactive solutions to crime and corruption- an element of hi s older identity, herein reestabli shed- as a preferable alternative to what he sees as weak political leadership. As a
solution to the apparent threat posed by Batman, the president goes so far as to dispatch
Superman- now a political lapdog- to deal wi th Batman quietly. As America's secret
weapon in covert missions around the globe, Miller's Superman becomes a representative
of the Reagan Administration's interventioni st policies, a role Nuke fills in Daredevil.
Though Superman is involved in relatively few scenes in Dark Knight, the role he
plays as an agent of the federal government under the Ronald Reagan caricature is
significant. During Superman's meeting with the president, Miller draws the iconic "S"
symbol on his chest morphing fro m a close-up of an American flag (Miller DK 2.29). In
keeping with the Cold War anxieties present in the graphic novel, Superman becomes the
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only character to come into direct contact with a nuclear weapon (Miller DK 4.1 0-16)an experimental Soviet missile that he redirects to an uninhabited region to spare as many
lives as possible (see Figure 7). As is demonstrated in the accompanying set of comic
panels, Superman's "S" symbol is shown in stark contrast to the Soviet star emblazoned
on the missile's hull, the meeting of which demonstrates the power of Superman (himself
a throwback like the elderly Batman) as being greater than that of the much feared bomb.
Through the meeting and struggle of such immense powers, the mi ssile itself becomes a
sort of super-powered being- a superhero of the new era. Effectively defeating the
missile, Superman asserts his dominance as the superior superhero of a previous era-a
thematic parallel to Moore's Dr. Manhattan. The struggle occurs after Superman is shown
effortlessly destroying Soviet aircraft in midair- his interventionist actions reiterating his
role as an immensely powerful parallel to Nuke in Born Again, himself symbolizing a
nuclear missile set at odds with one of Miller's throwback protagonists. The final street
battle between Batman and Superman also reiterates the dichotomy of their viewpoints
(Miller DK 4.37-44)-where Superman stands as a symbol of American military efforts
abroad, Batman is instead shown to defend common American interests at home through
his vigilantism. Miller furthers the divide between the characters through his emphasis on
Superman's duality as superhero and potential nuclear weapon, describing Batman's
"weapons" as "quiet, precise" (Blackmore, quoting Frank Miller 54), and undeniably
more human and focused-a parallel to Moore's construction of the identities of and
relationship between Dr. Manhattan and Rorschach.
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Figure 7. Superman grapples a nuclear missile. Copyright DC Comics.

While Miller can be seen as being strongly on Batman's side throughout the
story- he is, after all , accompli shing something even elected officials seem afraid to
handle in his cleaning up of the streets of Gotham- he is also constructing examples of
Batman's ideological opposition to both crime and public authority within the narrative.
Removed from the simple lives of those citizens Batman has saved, politicians within the
story are incapable of seeing him as anything but a threat to the carefully maintained
status quo of the fear-laden Cold War future presented by Miller. These same politicians
are shown to waffle about on their decisions regarding what to do about the threat that
Batman supposedly poses to American society at large.
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Miller does not characterize all authority within the story as being so soft,
however. Batman's old ally Commissioner James Gordon is one of the few people in a
position of authority who understands the necessity of harsh action in handling violent
crime--a mindset developed and justified by decades of directing the police forces of
Gotham City. Despite numerous public outcries to the contrary, Gordon is shown at
several points throughout the graphic novel refusing to hunt Batman. In fact, Gordon is
more often characterized throughout the story as being much more violent -even to the
point of lethality- in his handling of crime than Batman. At the beginning of the second
chapter of the graphic novel, Gordon is mugged by a young member of the Mutant Gang
drawn by Miller sporting what appears to be a military-grade assault rifle. Turning to face
his assailant, Gordon " see(s] the face of a killer who isn't yet old enough to shave"
(Miller DKR 2.2). Never hesitating and thinking only of protecting his absent wife,
Gordon draws his own weapon and guns down the youth, an action that earns him
cons iderable criticism from the city's media (Miller DKR 2.5).
Here, Miller constructs a source of authority more in line with his own rageinspired beliefs. Where a less threatening presence- such as the average citizen on the
street- would most assuredly have been murdered in the altercation, James Gordon is
able to assert and defend himself through methods put forth by Miller as entirely
acceptable and even sensible- eliminating the public menace by killing it. Such a
position is given greater gravity later in the graphic novel when, following the imprisoned
Mutant leader's murder of the mayor, Gordon (drawn by Miller to appear crazed with
rage) again draws his weapon, attempting to do "the obvious thing" before he is held back
by a younger police officer (Miller DKR 2.35). By giving Gordon- a respected member
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of the Batman mythology--such a line, Miller is crafting an authority figure as vilified by
the media as Batman, one who is wi lling to do what must be done to secure the common
good. Additionally, through Gordon, Miller is constructing an elderly authority figure
who is very much the opposite of those Miller indicts with his work from the 1980s.
Not all notable examples of violent resistance in the graphic novel occur under the
scrutinizing eye of the Gotham City news media. Further, not all of those inspired by
Batman's example are especially young, as though Batman were also inspiring a return to
more courageous behavior in his generational peers. In Figure 8, a small aside- four
panels long in the greater story arc- reveals a middle-aged baker named Peppi Spandeck
reading about Batman's actions in a newspaper. He hears a woman being mugged outside
of his safe and secure shop and without hesitating he grabs a rolling pin and uses it to
fight off her attacker-a member of the Mutant Gang. Though afraid, Peppi takes the
violent actions necessary to help a perfect stranger (Miller DKR 2.34). Peppi 's stand
becomes one of the great lessons of the graphic novel , though it is easily overlooked,
appropriately enough, because of its small panel size and lack of media attention within
the story. While Peppi 's portion of the graphic novel is relatively small, it stands as an
example in the story that Batman's lessons are taking hold among even those civilians
least likely to take violent defensive actions. As drawn by Miller in the grouping of
panels, Peppi stands out as nothing special-he appears to be middle-aged and
overweight, with his choice of rolling pin as a weapon demonstrating his lack of
experience in combat and his lack of ownership of more lethal weapons. Miller
effectively presents Peppi Spandeck as a victim about whom there is nothing special, but
in so doing furthers his own agenda of encouraging violent resistance by investing a
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common man like Peppi with the momentary courage required to help a fellow citizen
and to oppose street-level violence, strengthening Batman's influential position in
Gotham City as well.

Figure 8. Peppi Spandeck's scene. Copyright DC Comics.
Through the rightness of his actions, Batman succeeds in inspiring some of the
common citizens of Gotham City to stand up for themselves and resist the violent crimes
surrounding them, even if in very small , invisible ways. Therefore, through Dark Knight,
readers are presented with a hopeful symbo l from a past age- Batman-and are shown
that, through active and often violent fo rms of resistance as taught by previous
generations, the uncertain future presented to them in the New York City of the late 1980s
can be survived with far fewer victims. By the graphic novel's ending, after numerous
battles against gangs, the Joker, and even Superman, Batman fakes his own death and
removes himself from the public spotlight. Receding into the darkness w ith Robin and his
redeemed band of Sons, Bruce Wayne resigns himself to the role of teacher to a new
generation of those who will do what is necessary to oppose crime and corruption, "an

army-to bring sense to a world plagued by worse than thieves and murderers ..." (Miller
DKR 4.47). After spending the entire story as an exemplar of Frank Miller's super anti-
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hero concept, Wayne embraces his new life as an instructor to whatever foll ows in his
endless crusade to clean up the streets of Gotham.
"He has completely disgraced, destroyed, and murdered the only good man he ever
knew.": Daredevil Takes Back His Life in Born Again
Though they contain many common themes, Miller's Born Again is an entirely
different creature from The Dark Knight Returns. On the surface, Born Again stands as a
protracted revenge story set in a superhero universe and is dependent upon many
superhero tropes, best seen in Daredevil's climactic, neighborhood-devastating battle with
Nuke. Beneath the surface, however, the graphic novel also stands as another of Frank
Miller's treatises on violent resistance taught by older generations to the largely nihilistic,
directionless generation of the 1980s. Here, as in Dark Knight, Miller reinvents his
central superhero character- Daredevil (created in 1964)- as a broken individual who,
because of his misfortune (whether it is age and disconnection from reality or destitution,
depression, and paranoia), shares his story with the diverse points of view of several other
characters.
These several characters-protagonists and antagon ists alike- are varied in their
own beliefs and in their personal connections to Daredevil's alter-ego, Matt Murdock.
Included in the cast are Franklin "Foggy" Nelson, Murdock's law partner, and Karen
Page, Murdock's former girlfriend- both characters who have appeared in the story of
Daredevil since his creation by Stan Lee and Bill Everett in 1964. Additionally, the cast
includes Ben Urich, a reporter in the Marvel Universe's fictional newspaper the Daily

Bugle, and a staple character in multiple Marvel publications. Urich is a character of
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special interest, in that he represents not only a type of everyman intellectual within the
story (a common theme in both Moore and Miller's work), but also a common citizen of
New York City who is repeatedly victimized by organized crime-a status that wi ll hold
great importance. Steve Rogers, the super soldier known as Captain America (created in
1941), also makes an appearance in the graphic novel's final act.
However, not all of the main characters of Born Again count themselves amongst
Matt Murdock's allies. Among the many- and often ridiculous-villains of the Marvel
Universe, Wil son Fisk,

ew York's Kingpin of Crime, stands out. Fisk, as the Kingpin,

controls nearl y all crime- both organized and petty street level- in New York City. He is
also one of the few primary characters in the Marvel universe who possesses absolutely
no superpowers. In most storylines, the Kingpin was simply shown to be an obese crime
lord whose plans were always foiled by his superhero opponent, whether that opponent
be Daredevil or Spider-man. Mill er's writing of the character, however, plays up Fisk's
cunning and business sense, traits that M iller also pushes on the reader as villainous. In

Born Again, Fisk controls not only the crime of New York City, but also wealthy
businessmen, police officers, elected officials, and even a US Army general. Miller
develops all of these men as corrupt, untrustworthy, and outright dangerous. It is no
coincidence that these men hold positions of great power in American society, and it is
these very positions against which Miller calls for resistance throughout the graphic
novel, counting Fisk among their number as a controller of corrupt officials.
Murdock is not only the main protagonist of Born Again, he also stands as an
exemplar of resistance to crime and corruption for all those close to him. In his violent
attacks against the criminals of New York City, Murdock, as Daredevil, demonstrates that
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the social decay and utter hopelessness of the era can be successfully opposed. Miller's
Daredevil becomes very much like his Batman, though the differences in the stories are
abundant even if the messages are roughly the same. Miller takes pains, as with Batman,
to humanize Daredevil in light of his superheroic identity, effectively reinventing him as
a super anti-hero.
A key feature of Miller's anti -heroic reinventions in Born Again is the absence of
the Daredevil costume for the majority of the story-it only appears at the beginning and
end of the graphic novel. By removing the text's emphasis on Murdock as a superhero,
Miller has an easier time presenting him as a more believable human being as he faces
very human trials such as poverty, outright homelessness, and the perception of betrayal.
Though it fails miserably, Murdock's desperate, direct attack on Fisk sans costume sets
the stage for Miller's central thesis of violent resistance to the true monsters of the agethe businessmen and politicians willing to barter human lives for profit, often maintaining
poverty in their communiti es as a recruitment tool. Though crucial to the story, the
emphasis placed on the man behind the mask is not the only strategy that Miller uses in
recasting Daredevil as a super anti -hero.
Other key examples of the anti-hero reinvention process are threaded tlu·oughout
the graphic novel as Murdock's life falls to shambles around him without explanation.
After losing his house in an explosion that tips him offto Fisk's involvement (Miller BA
30), Murdock takes sanctuary in a filthy flophouse that was able to make change for the
ten dollars in cash he had left in his wallet (Miller BA 33). During his stay, Murdock
becomes overwhelmed with his troubled thoughts, falling into a depressed stupor that
makes him incapable of doing little besides sleeping (see Figure 9). As drawn by artist
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David Mazzucchelli, Murdock's face is almost always obscured in some way in these
panels, insinuating that his depression and desperation have become his new mask in his
loss of his Daredevil identity, which demonstrates an otherwise unspeakable loss as
Murdock redirects his passions toward avenging himself.
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Figure 9. Murdock experiencing depression-related fatigue. Copyright Marvel Comics.
Murdock's stay in the flophouse demonstrates his running a gamut of chaotic
emotions in hi s confusion over what has happened to him and whom he believes he can
actually trust. One of the more unsettling events during the flophouse section of the
graphic novel is Murdock's compulsive act of repeatedly calling Foggy Nelson and
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former girlfriend Glorianna O'Breen, or Glori, to vent his frustrations and Jet them know
that he is full y aware of their involvement in his fall, even though neither of them has any
idea what is actually going on behind the scenes. That Murdock would believe that his
oldest and closest friend, Foggy, would be a part of his troubles bespeaks the success of
Fisk's campaign against the blind lawyer.
Despite the Jack of faith and trust that Murdock places in him in the story, Foggy
never abandons him, and goes so far as to demonstrate- in one brief scene-the strength
that he has gained through his friendship with the Man without Fear. Foggy and Glorinow living together- are shown being mugged while out shopping for Christmas gifts in
one of the wealthier parts ofNew York City. While an assailant attempts to snatch Glori's
purse, and goes so far as to pull a knife on her as she resists, Foggy demonstrates an
uncharacteristic moment of chivalry as he pitches a bowling ball at the would-be robber,
hitting him solidly in the face. Dazed, the attacker flees, while the nearby Christmas
carolers never miss a beat in their song (Miller BA 61 -63 ). Here, Miller and artist David
Mazzucchelli create a scene in which the self-preserving apathy of 1980s New York is
effectively placed on trial. That is, no one- caroler, bell ringer, or bystander- attempts to
help Foggy or Glori during their mugging, effectively leaving them to die upon the
mugger's blade. Were it not for Foggy's own violent interference, Glori- absorbed in her
own courageous resistance to the mugger- would likely have been seriously injured,
perhaps even killed. By doing what a superhero such as Daredevil would have donecausing an assailant bodily harm in self-defense- Foggy demonstrates that he has learned
from Murdock's example as a vigilante, and is therefore better prepared to defend himself
and those close to him through whatever means prove necessary, with whatever weapons
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present themselves. Foggy is by no means unique in his capacity, with other secondary
characters demonstrating similar lessons in violent resistance to the petty street-level
crimes that were a common occurrence in New York City in the 1980s.

Daily Bugle reporter Ben Urich is one of the most prominent characters of Born
Again, behind Wilson Fisk and Matt Murdock himself. As one of the few people who
knows with certainty that Murdock is Daredevil, Urich carries the difficult burden of the
secret throughout the story. As one of the handful of people who remains loyal to
Murdock in light of the Kingpin's efforts to destroy his life, Urich is also targeted by
Fisk's henchmen. Much like Murdock's other close acquaintances, Urich herein exhibits
the harsh lessons learned from Murdock's own anti-heroic example.
Urich's journey toward successful resistance is threaded throughout the p rimary
narrative focu sing on Matt Murdock. Early in the story, Murdock learns that police
officer Nicholas Manolis-one of several side characters in Born Again from the original
Daredevil stories penned by Stan Lee, another of Miller's appropriations of older
characters-has been pressured by the K ingpin into offering false testimony against
Murdock in return for the fund s to pay for an expensive heart procedure for his son
(Miller BA 14). Wishing to aid Murdock in any way that he can, Urich later approaches
Manolis and pressures him into confessing the truth about Fisk's dealings, resulting in
Urich's fingers being broken and Manolis being savagely beaten. The injury to Urich is
accompanied with the threat that the same will occur every time he even "speak[s] the
name Matthew Murdock" (Miller BA 73).
Here, Miller and artist David Mazzucchelli create a scene embodying the fears
produced by the combative attitude of 1980s New York that spawned so many of Miller's
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stories (Sharrett 43). Such is but one example of how Wilson Fisk's operatives are able to
infiltrate nearly any level of life in New York City, with his grip upon the city's crime
culture effectively supporting the recessed city's floundering economy (Miller BA 36).
Urich becomes a stand-in for Miller himself, a victim of a violent, senseless crime who is
cowed by his own sensible fears into effectively backing away from doing the right thing
by opposing the corruption embodi ed by Fisk. Urich spends a great deal of the rest of the
story cradling his hand cast, utterly refusing to describe how or why the injury happened.
His fear even shames him at work, and he requests simple, meaningless stories rather
than the violent crimes he normally addresses in his articles. As he is one of the lone
voices brave enough to even draw attention to the city's more serious problems, Urich's
elimination by Fisk is effectively a strike against the forces of truth and law not only in
the story, but in reality as well. By removing one ofthe few members of the press who
would normally leap at the chance to attack him, Fisk also silences a voice that acts as a
champion for order and justice.
Miller constructs Ben Urich as an exemplar of a positive and useful authority
figure-he is a widely read and respected writer who is will ing to make sacrifices and
take tremendous risks to expose the true sources of crime and corruption in New York. As
such, Urich, much like Peppi Spandeck in Dark Knight, is an example of someone with
no superpowers whatsoever who is still capable of making a difference in the world, a
potential target of Miller's work in reality. Despite these facets of hi s identity, Urich's
primary role within the story is as a reluctant and tenified student of Murdock's example.
Urich is pushed deeper into his own paralyzing fears over the course of the story
through the knowledge that he is never safe from violence when one of the Daily Bugle's
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janitors is revealed as one of Fisk's agents, and also through the realization that he stands
alone in his would-be crusade following Manolis's murder by the same agent who
initially attacked them. Dismissed from the Bugle because of his inability to accomplish
the simplest tasks given to him, Urich eventually wanders to a nearby park, where he
occupies a bench with a homeless man sleeping nearby (Miller BA 97). Here, Urich slides
the cast from his healed hand and abandons hi s fear, speaking the name of Matt Murdock
as though it were itself a litany against fear or a sort of benediction (Miller BA 98), an
action shared by the treacherous Karen Page early in the graphic novel as she finally
finds the courage to run away from the hell she had fallen into in Mexico (Miller BA 27).
Following his speaking of Murdock's name and subsequent revelation of the
Kingpin's activities, Urich experiences a brush with resisting street-level violence in his
own home as the finger-breaking nurse Lois attempts to murder his wife. While Urich
manages to cut down his hanged wife before she strangles to death and Murdock himself
appears to subdue Lois, the scene is the first turning point in Urich's development toward
a state of violence. Holding the straight razor he used to cut down his wife and repeating
the thought "Right in my own HOME-right in my own HOME" (Miller BA 109), Urich
moves to attack the subdued Lois in self-defense. He once more feels a moment of terror
as he realizes that the corruption he has battled against has finally found its way into his
very living space-a space that should be a safe haven. Though his initial chance eludes
him, Urich realizes that he may have to cause another person bodily harm-perhaps even
kill them- in order to protect himself and those he loves.
Later, the scene in Lois's prison cell erupts into a savagely violent altercation that
finally succeeds in pushing Urich past his latent fears toward violent reaction (see Figure
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10). Showing heretofore uncharacteristic courage, Urich leaps on his assail ant-a police
officer in Fisk's pocket-and wrestles his gun away in order to protect himself and Glori,
who is present as a photographer. Glori herself also demonstrates great courage, never
losing her stride in photographing every gruesome detail in order to preserve the truth of
the attempt on their lives. Urich then proceeds to beat the attacking officer to death with
the butt of his own weapon, an expression of pure rage upon his face. As in previous
panel groupings demonstrating Urich's chaotic emotions, artist David Mazzucchelli and
colorists Clu·istie Scheele and Richmond Lewis incorporate inflammatory shades of red
representing Urich's internalized rage escaping- again, a sort of release that certainly
held great significance to Miller.

Figure 10. Urich's moment of violent resistance. Copyright Marvel Comics.
The scene in Lois's cell represents Urich's final transformation into a man willing
to use violence in order to protect himself and others. He is no longer made impotent by
his own fears, and he no longer stops to consider the greater repercussions of his
actions-he simply acts in the moment, his purpose clear. As stated earlier, Ben Urich is a
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mortal man with no superpowers; he is only able to do so much within the confines of the
story. Again, Urich becomes a sort of stand-in for Miller himself, here representing the
sort of assertive person he wishes he could have been in his own violent encounters in
New York City. Urich becomes a man who is at his breaking point, who has reached the
limit of what he can take from the hopeless world around him. Urich gives in to violence
and eliminates a small tlu·eat, though it is a piece of the larger problem plaguing the city.
He is not the only character who is inspired by Matt Murdock's example of violent
resistance and faced with a harsh choice over the course of the story, nor is he the only
character caught up in Wilson Fisk's machinations to completely destroy Matt Murdock.
Despite the importance of his role within the graphic novel, the corrupt Wilson
Fisk is not the only representative of late Cold War authority figures present. Several
representatives of the United States government, including the Army general controlled
by Fisk, are featured throughout the story. Most notable among these examples are Frank
Simpson, as the operative Nuke, and the uncorrupted Steve Rogers, better known as
Captain America. In his use of both characters, Miller depicts them as opposing
embodiments of an unironically constructed older, purer World War II-era United States
and the late 1980s interventionist United States, respectively. Further, their specific roles
within the story and their vastly different relationships with Daredevil greatly affect
Miller's central thesis concerning survival through violent resistance as learned from
representatives of earlier generations.
Though he enters the story late through the Kingpin's machinations, Nuke quickly
becomes one of the more visible antagonists of the story. The result of attempts to
resurrect the World War II-era super soldier program that produced Captain America, or
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Cap, Nuke is enhanced with all manner of synthetic components, granting him a super
strong and nearly invulnerable body controlled by popping a series of red, white, and blue
pills, which hints at the rumored practice of keeping disillusioned soldiers happy during
the Vietnam War by providing them with recreational drugs. When he is first introduced,
Nuke is shown single-handedly massacring guerilla encampments in Nicaragua- a direct
reference to the United States's underhanded involvement in such Central American
nations during the Reagan Administration. Additionally, mention is made of Nuke
hunting for MIAs to extract from Vietnam, further referencing the character's connection
to the United States' global military ventures (Miller BA 125). All of these acts are carried
out by Nuke while he is constantly mumbling "Our BOYS-- Our BOYS--" (Miller BA
125), and displaying an American flag tattoo across his entire face.
The obsessive American flag imagery is carried over to Nuke's meeting with Fisk,
in which Fisk has covered nearly every surface of his office with American flags and
vintage weapons, including on one wall- and foreshadowing their later meeting- a red,
white, and blue shield similar in design to that carried by Captain America in his original
1941 appearances (Miller BA 140). Cap himself enters the story following Nuke's
catastrophic battle with Daredevil in the latter's home neighborhood of Hell's Kitchen,
where Nuke carelessly slaughters many innocent civilians and devastates entire city
blocks in order to draw out his opponent- a street-level justification of the character's
ominous name and an event that could not help but draw the attention of the Avengers.
Nuke- an agent of the 1980s Cold War status quo, pawn of the federal government, and
symbol of the ever-present risk for nuclear annihilation- effectively brings all the
potential destruction of New York's street-level crime down on one neighborhood- one
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of the poorest in the city at the time.
The scene of Nuke's careless destruction of an entire neighborhood- the red- and
ye llow-heavy comic panels (very similar to Urich's rage panels) of which present a visual
metaphor linking street-level violence with late-Cold War annihilation anxieties (Miller

BA 142-157)- reiterates the fact that his primary reason for being in Born Again is as a
dark counterpoint to what Captain America and the Avengers represent. In Mill er's
presentation of the superhero team-the members of which were created throughout the
1960s as Daredevil was in 1964- they stand as highly visible agents of order in the
service of the United States government, evidenced by Iron Man's invocation of" federal
authority" when he orders Daredevil to release the recently defeated Nuke, the obvious
cause of the carnage to which the Avengers now bear witness (Miller BA 156). Cap
himself acts as a living throwback to a 1940s American identity-something that Miller,
through his creation of the Nuke character in the 1980s, demonstrates as being largely
lost, to the detriment of the United States.
Cap's second- and much more peaceful- meeting with Murdock revolves around
a discussion over Nuke and the fact that " [h]e wears the flag" (Miller BA 162), a point
critical to Cap but one about which Murdock seems entirely apathetic. Here, unable to
articulate his thoughts to anyone who might understand, Cap engages in an internal
monologue in which he expresses his own feelings of weakness in the modern world, a
humanizing moment very much like Murdock's own bout of depression in the flophouse.
Though he only becomes a critical character near the story's end, Miller takes strides to
reinvent Captain America in many of the same ways he had Matt Murdock throughout the
graphic novel. As his role is built up, Cap also demonstrates selective patriotism,
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articulating to the Army general that granted Fisk use of Nuke that he is " loyal to

nothing ... except the dream" when the general defensively reminds him of where his
loyalties should lie (Miller BA 163). Cap, as a representative of America's World War II
generation, views succeeding generations of Cold War leaders with disgust, commenting
on the fact that their own loyalties have been bought by underhanded means, while his
(Cap's) loyalties remain unbought and purely aligned to higher ideals.
Aside from their humanizing aspects, moments such as these also demonstrate the
evolution of the character's political slant under the writers who dealt with him during the
waning years of the Cold War. Originally used in anti-Nazi propaganda in the early
1940s, the character was later resurrected in the 1960s as a champion of American values
and a staunch opponent of communism at home and abroad. By the 1980s and the advent
of Ronald Reagan's administration, however, the character evolved into a more believable
force for the more positive aspects of the culture and ideals of the United States through
his development of the ability to suddenl y question his govenunent, its leaders, and its
policies.
The evolution of older characters was furthered by writers such as Frank Miller,
who transformed Captain America into a character very similar to the James Gordon of
his Dark Knight Returns. Though, arguably, it may have been a simpler undertaking to
transform Cap into a puppet character similar to Miller's conception of Superman, the
version of the character that was used, much like Gordon, is an authority figure capable
of understanding, even justifying, the main protagonist's struggle while demonstrating an
older, clearer sense of morality. That is, Captain America, as a scion of an older and
arguably more conservative American order, is still capable of aiding Murdock in his
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exposures of the corrupt authority figures that have hounded him throughout the graphic
novel. As he demonstrates when he storms the facility where Nuke is held following his
rampage, neither is Cap shown to be averse to using the same violent tactics as Murdock
in opposing those social elements he views as wrong or corrupt.
In his presentation of the World War 11-era Captain America, Miller crafts a
hopeful, righteous model opposing his era's weak authority figures. Like with Batman
and James Gordon, in order for a Daredevil to exist, there must also be an approximation
of Captain America. In order for a vigilante to make any reasonable or effective impact in
his community, there must be those in power who will consider the reasoning behind
such vigilantism and move toward making the corrections necessary to void such
vigilantism. When citizens learn from the examples of those around them and begin to
resist corruption-even if through violent means- and when those in power who are not
fully corrupted take notice of resistance, then there is hope for positive social change.
Such an idea stands as the core of Miller's thesis regarding solutions to the compounded
problems ofthe economically depressed and fearful New York City of the latter years of
the Cold War in the 1980s.
Conclusion: Frank Miller, the Dark Knight, and the Man Without Fear
Miller's violent reinventions of both Batman and Daredevil run even deeper than
these individual graphic novels. Following the successes of both The Dark Knight

Returns and Born Again, DC and Marvel- the two largest comics publishers in the
United States and the respective owners of the Batman and Daredevil franchises- again
hired Frank Miller to oversee reinventions of the characters' origins, in keeping with the
trend of dark and violent reinventions that began in the mid-1980s. The results were
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Batman: Year One (with David Mazzucchelli, 1987) and Daredevil: The Man Without
Fear (with John Romita, Jr. , 1993).

These graphic novels, originally serialized as monthly comic books, were
reinventions of the characters' origin stories, made complete with Miller's social
awareness and flair for violence. Miller brings to both storylines a grittiness and streetwise attitude that Bob Kane (creator of Batman) and Stan Lee (creator of Daredevil) in
many ways lacked. For example, in The Man Without Fear, Miller adds layers of depth to
the street criminals who murder Matt Murdock's father, at once making them more than
stereotypes and succeeding in making them more vile than the arguably two-dimensional
original versions. Miller adds a genuine violent streak to the young Murdock as well ,
showing him shattering the knee of a lowly mobster and purposefully chasing a terrified
mob boss until the man dies of a heart attack (Miller MWF 40-45). In Stan Lee's original
conception of the latter scene, Murdock is distracted from the sound of the man's heart by
the noi ses produced in his pursuit, leading to his accidental death, which Murdock regrets
(Lee 22). Miller recreates the scene as a deliberate and malicious effort on Murdock's
part, in keeping with his overwhelming desire to avenge his father's murder.
Harsh violence was not introduced by Miller to his Batman stories so much as it
was resurrected in them. In the earliest Batman stories created by Bob Kane, Bill Finger,
and Gardner Fox in the 1930s and 1940s, the character is oftentimes entirely merciless,
savagely beating opponents and throwing them from high rooftops or catwalks to their
deaths, all the while espousing that they deserve no better treatment (Kane 9). It was a far
cry from what Batman had become by the 1980s, since in the majority ofthe stories
published before and after The Dark Knight Returns Batman outright refuses to kill his
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opponents, regardless of the severity of their crimes. Miller brings the character's
evolution fu ll circle to Kane's original in one par1icular scene in Dark Knight, where
Batman, fi nally accepting blame for all the murders that the Joker has commi tted during
his repeated escapes from custody, decides to make an example of his oldest enemy and
breaks hi s neck (Miller DKR 3.46-47). Though it is the Joker who eventually finishes
himself off in the scene, the intention is still present-one of Batman's greatest lessons is
that large-scale social threats such as mass-murderers will not be tolerated and should be
eliminated, a fitting abstract of Miller's overall thesis in the 1980s. And, though New
York City eventually grew cleaner and safer toward the close of the 1980s, Miller's work
from the era stands as an example of how the compounding fears of crime, coiTupt public
officials, and the potential catastrophes of the Cold War could define an entire decade of
artistic expression in a single medium.
Miller was one of several voices in the 1980s who aided in defi ning the era's
comics through reinvention, though Mill er's reinventions oftentimes looked backwards as
much as forwards. By casting his gaze back to the Golden Age of comics (1937-1956)the era that spawned such characters as Superman, Batman, and Captain AmericaM iller was able to carry the grittiness and violence of the 1930s and 1940s forward to the
1980s, reinvesting Batman, for example, with his initial tendency to meet violent crime
with fatally violent resistance. Or, as a further example, showing Captain America
beating into submission threats to the American people, such as with Jack Kirby and Joe
Simon's original conception. By partially reinventing his characters through reversion to
more violent form s, Mi ller brings his central idea full circle in his examining previous
generations of comics writers and artists for inspiration.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Regardless of the differences in their respective messages and the subject matter
with which they work in their graphic novels, both Alan Moore and Frank Miller create
thought experiments where methods to survive- even resist- the corrupted status quo of
the waning years of the Cold War are presented through the medium of graphic fiction.

Watchmen, V for Vendetta, The Dark Knight Returns, and Born Again, along with other
works by Moore and Miller, are examples of a larger movement in comics in the 1980s.
Where Moore and Miller characterized their anti-heroes as intellectuals and teachers, they
also demonstrated a much more violent and unsettling side to the idea of vigilante antiheroes. While graphic novels such as Watchmen and Dark Knight are some of the most
acclaimed works of the period, other graphic works by other writers made similar
advances in the field. Though several comics writers were working on ideas similar to
those of Moore and Miller, few truly stand out as remarkably as these two. However, the
works of other Cold War era graphic novelists can benefit from being viewed through the
violent super anti-hero lens I have shaped for my project.
Among these writers are Howard Chaykin (b. 1950), Chris Claremont (b. 1950),
and Gerry Conway (b. 1952). Chaykin is best known for the dystopian Cold War future of
his American Flagg series ( 1983-1 988), as well as his attempted reinvention of 1940s
pulp and radio icon the Shadow in 1986's Blood & Judgment storyline. Chaykin himself
believes Blood & Judgment to be an inspiration for many of the violent anti-hero stories
that dominated comics later in the decade, stating that his work had been " a huge
inspiration to a lot of talents who were able to do more attention getting and [famous]
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work out of that material" (Phegley par. I 0). Like Mi ller, Chaykin presents a vigilante
character of a previous era brought forward to act as an example of anti-heroic tendencies
aimed at teaching survival in the 1980s.
While DC Comics was the primary beneficiary of Chaykin's work, Marvel also
possessed several writers as daring in their creation and reinvention of characters as
Miller. Though Chris Claremont is best known for inventing many of the characters in
Marvel's X-Men properties, his most distinguishing experiment with the anti-hero is his
shapi ng of the character Wolverine, who was ori ginally created in 1974. The character
grew in popularity throughout Claremont's many X-Men storylines during the 1980s, due
perhaps to his intrinsically violent nature-a trait, I argue, that he shares with Moore's
Rorschach. Wolverine demonstrates little respect for authority and never backs down
from a fight, which were qualities that may have been attractive to readers of the comics
penned by Moore and Miller, whose disgust with political authorities and views on
violent resistance fill their work. Despite these qualities and the character's popularity,
Wolverine is not the most recognizable of Marvel's violent anti-heroes to be fleshed out
in the 1980s.
Created by Gerry Conway in 1974, Frank Castle, better known as the Puni sher,
became one of the most recognizable symbols of the shifts taking place in comics during
the 1980s. Though much of the character's development was carried out under other
writers, it is Conway's original conception of the character that remained unaltered at a
time when the maj or comics companies were reinventing many of their properties to
become something similar to him. The Punisher's origins, much like the murder of
Batman's parents, are some of the most enduring in comics. Originally conceived as a
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veteran of the Vietnam War, Frank Castle witnessed the murder of his wife and son by
criminals in plain sight in New York's Central Park. Following the ineptitude of public
officials to capture and prosecute the men responsible, Castle became a gun-toting
vigilante whose personal philosophy was the swift execution of any and all violent
criminals- a trait of which someone like Miller, himself a victim of violent crime, might
approve. These texts, along with Moore and Mill er's works, exemplify a larger movement
toward violent content in comic books during the 1980s.
The 1980s saw the growing popularity of violent anti-heroes not only in comics,
but throughout popular culture. The outpouring of relatable, violent characters fulfilled an
apparent need among audiences in the United States and Great Britain, who, as I have
demonstrated, desired a sense of believability from protagonists during the last years of
the Cold War. Further, shapers of popular culture like Moore and Miller spoke directly to
their growing audience, giving them super anti-heroes whose violent streaks existed not
fo r destruction, but for the preservation of society at all costs.
Using the comics and graphic novels mentioned as examples, it becomes clear
that violence and dissatisfaction with authority fi gures were crucial elements of the era's
zeitgeist. The financial crises faced by New York City from 1965 through the late 1980s
are undeniable, as are the influences these cri ses likely exerted over many comics writers.
With the two largest comics publishers in the United States- DC and Marvel-located in
New York, most comics writers were either native New Yorkers, or, like Frank Miller,
moved there from elsewhere to secure employment in the industry. Still others, like
Moore, remained tied to New York through correspondence. These writers, constantly
facing the sorts of violent crimes with which Miller populated The Dark Knight Returns,
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turned to their craft- their art-as a means to not only comment upon what they would
have viewed as one of their era's chief peri ls, but also to offer ideal ized solutions to these
perils.
Coupled with the very real and constant threat of violence on the streets of New
York, the possibility for the Cold War to finally erupt into a nuclear conflict between the
United States and the Soviet Union was also a constant anxiety of many of these
writers- seen not only in Moore and Miller's graphic novel s, but also in the works of
Chaykin, Claremont, and others. In Chaykin's American Flagg, for example, the United
States and Soviet Union still have their considerable payloads of nuclear weapons aimed
at each other at all times, even in the 2030s. Nuclear annihilation, or some superpowerbased equivalent, became a common theme in many of Claremont's X-Men stories, as
well. Such themes are demonstrated in Days ofFuture Past (1981 ), a storyline about a
future mutant holocaust, and The Dark Phoenix Saga (1980), a storyline about an entity
with the power to destroy entire worlds, which are only two of many of Claremont's
stories that deal with some sort of apocalypse-an apparently popular concern during the
1980s. It can be surmised that, given its size and importance in American culture and
infrastructure, New York City would pose a likely target for any Soviet nuclear attack.
The anxieties spawned by the realization of such a scenario by comics writers led to
many of the most enduring works of graphic fiction ever crafted. Further, the importance
ofNew York City is tied inextricably to its destruction in many graphic works, most
notably in the ending of Watchmen, but also on smaller, neighborhood-based scales as
seen in Born Again.
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New York City itself, then, stands as an example of the Cold War in much of the
graphic fiction to emerge in the 1980s. After all , the city was all that many of the writers
of graphic fiction ever experienced of the Co ld War-few, if any, actively engaged in
politics or military service. It becomes apparent that, for many of these writers, the
economically-derived conflicts on the streets of New York City were the entirety of the
Cold War- a Cold War with no clear ending in sight and constantly threatening to turn
into rioting and city-wide violence. In crafting super anti-heroes-whether they be V,
Ozymandias, or Batman-that could survive and even influence global events, writers
such as Alan Moore and Frank Miller also effectively offer up a super anti-hero
philosophy to the people of New York- that of resistance to the true monsters and
criminals of the age through intellectual superiority and violent physical action when
necessary. If the lessons of these messages- perhaps also visible and teachable in other
forms of art, such as prose or fi lm- were learned and implemented, then the common
citizens of such places as New York City, among others, might stand a better chance of
surviving the uncertain times in which they lived.
Further, Moore's conception of the super anti-hero as a violent intellectual extends
the scope of these characters' lessons beyond a single cityscape. Miller's particular
choices in setting up his anti-heroes as exemplars and teachers of violent resistance also
play into the idea, despite the urban sprawl critical to the atmosphere of his stories. Just
as any person given the proper experiences and drive could become V, so too could any
place in the United States or Great Britain become a Cold War battleground over the
ideological identity of an entire nation. In their crafting of their comics, Moore and Miller
successfull y emphasize the idea of resistance to public officials and authority figures if
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the cause is just and the alternative is too costly- or, admittedly, for nearly any reason
found threatening. The idea of resistance, if not its reality, forms the core of the
intellectual conflict visited by a subset of comics writers on the conservative Reagan and
Thatcher Administrations of 1980s America and Great Britain. Moore and Miller go so
far as to offer up their versions of the super anti-hero as a blueprint for revolution should
governments grow too repressive or common citizens grow too complacent or
directionless. In a way not often seen in the graphic fiction medium, Moore and Miller
also go so far as to challenge their readers to fulfill these revolutionary roles.
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